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program administration costs). The average potential fuel
saving idcntified by the audit is currently equivalent to about
11 barrels of oi per year per home.

POTASH-NATURAL PRODUCTS TFERMINAL

Question No. 1,577-Mr. Howie:
fias the site scecion been made for the new Potash-Natural Products

Terminal at or near Courtenay Bay in Saint John Harbour, New Brunswick and.
if so. what is the site ,ind what ssas the coit of the acquisition'?

Mr. Robert Bockstael (Parliamentary Secretary to Minis-
ter of Transport): The National Harbours Board advises as
follows: a site south of the Board Street wharf in Courtenay
Bay has been selected for the development of a single or
multi-user bulk handling facility for the export of potash. This
property is already under the jurisdiction of the National
Harbours Board and therefore no acquisition costs are
tnvolved.

WIDOWS'P[NS IONS

Question No. 1,677-Mr. McKenzie:
1. How many widows have reccîved a pension sincc thc passage ol Bill C-40 of

the iirst sessioni itithe 4 hirty-secind Parli,îmenî ?

2. Flows ma ns widoiws .îre est inited iii bc ci igi hie for pension i n la> i 982 thi
983 (c) 1984 (d) 1985 (e) 1986 if) 1987 as i resait of the paîssaige or the bill"

Mr. John Campbell (Parliamentary Secretary to Minister
of Veterans Affairs): 1. Eighty-five- as ai October 31, 1980.

2. (a) 800
(b) 2.000
(c) 1.800
(d) 4,100
(e) 3.400
(f) 12,500

[En glish j
Madam Speaker: The questions enumerated by the hon.

parliamentary seeretary have been answered. Shall the re-
miaining questions stand?

Some hon. N'emhers: Agreed.

GOVERNMENT ORDERS
[English]

BUSINESS 0F SUPPLY

ALLOTTI D DM S.O. 58 ALLEGIIF) FI LRE TO PROMOTE:
I\DIAN SELF RI-LIANCI

Mr. Stan Schellenberger (Wetaskiwin) moved:
That thîs Hloase condemns the conîinued lailure of the governeni t0 proinote

indî,în sdi -reliî,nce anîd the contînaed lailare to protect the culture. langu.igc
,înd heaiih oiiCin.îda,i Indian peuples.

He said: Madam Speaker, after spending a number of years
in this House and serving on the Standing Committee on
Indian Affairs and Northern Development, I have watehed the
activities of various ministers of Indian Affairs and noted the
accomplishments whieh eaeh of them have attained over the
years. 1 have served on the standing committee for some eight
years now. As 1 have observed the statisties and watched the
performance of the department over the years, 1 find that
instead of the plight of the native people of this country
improving, it is getting worse. Various ministers have tried 10
deal with the problems of the department in various ways.

1 have waited for almost one year before moving this
motion, because it would have been unfair to the Minister of
Indian Affairs and Northern Development (Mr. N4unro) to
have moved it earlier, since he had just taken over the port-
folio, to see if the minister would in some wdy change the
policies which past ministers of the Liberal government fol-
lowed, bring forward some new ways to deal with the plight of
the native people, and move themn dloser to self-reliance. There
have been no such policies in this past year. The minister has
followed the same policies which have been followed for years.
This is why I feUt it was neeessary to move this motion at this
lime.

1 and my colleagues have lost confidence in the ability of the
Liberal government and of the minister in that portfolio to
deal effccîtvcly with the Indian problems in this country. 1
would like to illustrate that by putting forth sorte statisties
compilcd by the Departm-ent of Indian Affairs and Northern
Developmnent. In 1964, approximately 36 per cent of the
Indian population was supported by social assistance, com-
pared to 3.5 per cent of the national population. In 1974, 55
per cent of the total Indian population on reserves was receiv-
îng social assistance or welfare payments. In Ontario it was an
cstimated 70 per cent. By comparison, only 6 per cent of the
national population received welfare or social assistance. In the
fiscal year 1978-79 the portion of the native population receiv-
ing welfare rose to 70 per cent.

At the same lime the government has spent $359 million
over five years on econumic develupitetit. It is spending $250
tmillion a year on education. The department has a budget of
over $700 million per v'car to deal with this problem, but it is
falling further and furthcr behind in ils attempts.

Oui of a decp sense of con\ ititon, 1 and mv colleagues feel
that it is time the govcrnment dcveloped the kinds of policies
which will stop these increasing statistics. 1 will add to these
statisties with regard bo health and welfarc later tn my speech.
1 know that some of my colleagues who will be speaking later
in the debate will be dealing with such topies as economic
dcvelopment. housing, and unemployment, and that thcy will
be putting on the record statisties which will show that the
government is falling behind in those areas as well. 1 do not
have the time to deal with ail those areas in my speech. 1
merely hope to give an overview of why 1 believe the House
should support this motion.
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1 would like to quote from a brief whicb was put before the
standing committee on July 8, 1980, by the National Indian
Brotherhood:

The failure of the Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development t0
serve our interest has, perhaps, been inevitable, glven ils origins. ils other
obligations and the nced of any bureaucracy 10 perpetuatc itscif. Were there no
right inherent in our peoplehood to create our own Indian government, the
deparîmnent's continued mismanagemnent of our affairs would surely create such
a right out of pure seif-defence. The government ofien says wc should negotiate
from need rather than frorn right. We necd to remnove that impediment to the
free exercise of our rights.

*(1550)

I think that says a lot about the way the National Indian
Brotherhood represents ail native groups in this country. I
tbink it tells us what they feel about the department which was
created to, assist native people become self-reliant, in other
words, dependent only upon themselves. As we now deal with
the constitution of this nation, surely the job of that depart-
ment is to wind itself Up.

Wbat bas happened as a result of this dcpartment becoming
smug and complacent in its dealings with native people? This
department bas not come up with any new ideas or initiatives
to deal witb tbe problems that members of Parliament sec. 1
ask wbat bas bappened? Aftcr aIl these years, infant mortality
is still four times higber than the national average. It is
significant to note that since 1970, even though pre-natal and
post-natai care for tbe Inuit and the Indians is as good as it is
for the rest of the population, this figure of infant mortality,
being four times higbcr than the national average, bas not
changed.

Violent deaths among natives are three times bigber than
the national average. Suicides are six times bigher than the
national average. In my opinion, that means many native
people feel there is no hope left. They must feel there is
notbing for them in the future of this country. As a result,
there is more violence and more use of alcohol among the
natives than there is among the rest of the population in
Canada. Oniy 20 per cent of Indian children stay in scbool to
grade 12. If a person does not have a bigh school education
today, bis chances of bettering himself or getting a proper job
are mucb less. Tbis is particularly truc when you belong to a
minority group.

The largest reserve in Alberta is in the city of Edmonton. i
use the words "largest reserve" advisediy. There are more
native people in the city of Edmonton tban on any reserve in
the province. I ask hon. members if they know how many
native students graduated from grade 12 last year in Edmon-
ton? The answer is that only two sucb students graduated from
bigb scbool Iast year.

Unemployment among Indians is the worst in the nation.
Some 25 per cent ta 30 per cent of the Indian population is
constantly unempîoyed, and many times this figure riscs ta 85
per cent or 90 per cent of the population. Many programs arc
aimed at the native people, for instance, tbe LEAP program,
the CMTP, the DMITP, Outreacb, the Summer Youtb
Employment program, FLIP, and so forth. Just reccntly $10
million was put forward for native programs. But none of these
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programs meets the problem. The problem bas to be met from
within. Economic devclopment bas to take place on the
reserves by native people tbemselves, for their interests, other-
wise nothing will succeed. This fact bas been proven over and
uver again over the years.

Indian life expectancy is ten years less than that for non-
Indians. 1 find that statistic appalling. We have spent $240
million a year on welfare. Wbat bas it donc? It bas only
increased the dependency and reinforced dependency by
natives on government. It bas not in any way encouraged
self-reliance among the native people. Nearly haîf of tbe
Indian homes in Canada do not have running water or sewers,
yet the department is spending some $40 million a year on
housing. Again, this money is not meeting the problem. $40
million will cover only sewer and water in many reserves in one
province of this country.

I can use the example of a reserve in northern Alberta. The
people realized they were not getting adequate bousing
througb these programs, so the reserve decided to build homes
tbemselves. People on the reserve asked the province to assist
tbem by providing power saws and the gasoline to run them,
and for one expert to show them bow to build log bouses. AIl
this was done and with tremendous success. New homes are
being put up in this nortbern reserve. These sorts of ideas
could be used. Why is the department not doing anything?

Wbat do the young native people tbink who grow up on
reserves and who live adjacent to projects with $80,000 and
$90,000 homes? What do these young native people think
when they bave no running water and have to walk out to the
outhouse bebind with the baîf moon, when just across the
fence there are Canadians living in beautiful homes? I certain-
ly wonder what they must think about the future and what life
bas to offer tbem as they grow older. These statistics we are
talking about today represent a social disintegration and a
cultural decay in this country.

Economically native people are worse off and they are
becoming more dependent on government. More than baîf of
the Indian population bave grown dependent on social assi-
tance and welfare over the years. Only one-third were depend-
cnt on assistance twenty years ago. However, there have been
some successes.

There have been somne advances in the area of economic
development. We bave spent a lot of money and we have had
many excellent people working in that area. But there bave
been many failures as well. 1 shaîl mention only a few because
there is no point in mentioning more. I was a member of a
committee which studied examples wbich recurred over and
over. The Auditor General of Canada, after seeing these
examples, felt compelled to make a report and cbastised the
department for being unable to care for the money it had
under its control. The examples I wiil use are mostly in my
own province because I am more familiar with tbem.

The department spent $6.1 million out of a total of $9.1
million in a company calied Alberta. Aspen. The Indian people
got only 20 per cent of that company. The Indians spent over
70 per cent of the money and yet they only got 20 per cent of
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the company. As a resuit, the Indians had no control over the
management of the company, and the eompany failed.

[n a company called Ehatlesaht Co-Op Enterprise Associa-
tion located on Vancouver Island, $4.5 million was spent.
Some DREE money was added t0 that. This was a logging
operation. As 1 statcd in thc commitîee, a lot of this money
was spent deciding whether these logs could be used for expori.
Trips werc taken by great numbers of peuple to Japan, H-awaii,
Fiji and su forth, Io find out whcther thcre was a market. The
comnpany failed.

The Apanakii motel failed. Millions of dollars were spent in
the Arcan timber enterprise. The end result was a couple of'
sheds. There arc many othcr examples, aIl documented in
reports of the Committee on Indian Affairs and Northern
I)evelopment in years gone by.

Wc have used these types of' programs over and over again
îhrough the ycars. [n most instances the only ones which have
been successful are those which have comne from the native
people themisclvcs where thcy have had control of the money.

Whcn 1 look for successes and the reasons for them, 1 do not
have 10 go far outside my own riding. The native people in miy

riding have been fortunate to have some revenue froro oil. As
soon as thcy v.crc able to gel their hands on that revenue, they
no longer nccdcd government assistance. They were capable of'
building their ov.n enterprises and homes. They were capablc
of' setting up trust funds f'or their children for necessary
education. They were capable of mianaging their own band
successfully without governmcint help. That ought to bc the
goal wc should strive to allain. The governmcent should use
that as an example of how programis can be successful.

This minîster has a feeling for the problemi and he is
atîempting lu do things about tl. He has travelled the nation to
sec whaî can bc donc. [n his generosity, he offers native people
various amnounits of money to establish their projeets, but whcn
the natives go to foiiow that up, in some instances. the
department says tl does not have the money. or that ail the
mioney has been comimitîed.

1 do flot know how the minisier coiîld make that kind of'
recommendation. 1 can give an exampie of' a $5 million
promise made tu an impoverished Alberta band in Octuber.
which was not foliowed through. The necessary communica-
tion bctwccn the miinister and his officiais is not taking place.

Part of the reasun is that many of the deputies and assistant
deputies in his deparîmient have neyer come up through the
organization, ssorkcd on the reserves and understood the prob-
lems. They arc excellent at creaîing bureaucracies and iooking
after the efficiences of money. They comie from that kind of
background, and therefore shouid bc able to do this. But there
s a communications gap bctween the minister and his officiais
in this area and miany native cummunilies are suffering
because of that.

Another area is the cxpurt tax. This has bothered me for
sears because \se have staîed that ý%e should nut tax native

people. [t is in the Indian Act that they wiil not be taxed, yet
the ownership of their resourees is denied in ailowing that
expurt tax to take place. As many as 19 bands in western
Canada have made a commitment of this money mbt the
future and now find 30 per cent of it is iost.

Members of the oul producing bands have neyer had the
export tax returned to them. The provinces had il returned,
but neyer the Indian people. That money could have been used
to eliminate soi-e of the statisties 1 put on the record carlier.

Why has the Department of Indian Affairs not put forward
some recomminendation on what salaries shouid be paid for
band managers? Native people come to me to show statisties
where certain band managers are paid $70.000 or $90.000 for
a year's work when, in most instances, ail that other bands can
afford 10 pay is between $10,000 and $20,000. Surely there
should bc sume recommendation coming out su that we do flot
sec these kinds of facts reported in the paper and the problemns
which resuit in other reserves because of that.

There are miany other probiems in the departiment 1 couid
mention. There are so many inefficiencies that 1 cannot even
go into thcmr. However, the problem which bothers me most is
that we set aside tax dollars for the Deparîment of Indian
Affairs and oniv 30 cents of' each dollar actualiv reaches the
native people on reserves. Thiere must bc a better way of
running the deparîment to ensure that the moncy actualiy gels
lu thuse who need il.

When we have an cnergy problim in this country, such as
sse have jusl gone îhrough. flhc premiers. our Prime Minister
(Mr. Trudeau), the guvernimcnt, and ail the bcst minds w.e can
gather together become invoived in attemrpting tu solve il.
Thex miav nul aiways solve il according lu the way certain
individuals in this House would like, but al least there is the
cummitment tu suive the prublim. Has that ever been donc in
the Deparîmient of Indian Affairs? Not tu my knowledgc,
because we have nul seen any extraordinary ideas in the pasi
ten or 20 years to suive the probiem. Why is il nul dune here?
It is dune in other counîries. Land claims are stili nul seited,
and we are fai[ing behind in the statistics on heaiîh and
housing, yel that has not been dune.

Today 1 was îalking tu a native person. 1 asked huw xwc
couid assist îhcmi to become mure self-reliant. The deparîmient
now pays the budget lu reserves nul once. tssice or four limes a
vcar. but fîive limes a year. 1 presumne the deparîment feels if il
gives out ail the money aI the beginning ut' the year, it wiii nu
longer have conîrol. They could nul make the fatheriy hand-
out. That is the problem, but how do we suive il?

The person 1 was speaking wîth suggestcd that there bc a
native persun in the districts that are sel up, something lîke a
parliament. That person would bc responsible lu the native
bands in that district as weil as lu the departiment, wouid brîng
forward ail the problems and be responsible for the maniagc-
ment of moncy which gues into the district. If jusl that une
suggestion werc instituted, 1 bet it wouid du away with une-
third of those in the Department of Jndian Affairs.
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When members of Parliament have a problem in their
constituencies, the government knows about it very quickly.
However, that is not the case with the Department of Indian
Affairs. Those who have native people in their constituencies
constantly receive people at their offices there, and in Ottawa.

We now have the constitutional express, and many native
people here in Ottawa talking about the problems and the
inability of solving those problems under the umbrella we have
set up and the methods we have continued to follow for many
years. We have lost confidence because we have not come up
with new ideas. I said we, but I should say the minister and
this government, because when the Progressive Conservatives
were the goverinment we were moving rapidly toward self-reli-
ance. However, that was a very short period and we did not
have an opportunity to put those ideas forward.

According to the motion as presented, culture and language
are areas in which we have fallen back. Unlike other ethnic
minorities in this country, native people have nowhere else in
the world to go to renew their language and culture. They only
have Canada. For thousands of years they have been here and,
therefore, their traditions, culture and language must be
looked after in a special way.

This is why the native people are calling for entrenchment of
certain rights in the constitution. They are concerned that if
those rights are not entrenched in the constitution before we
patriate it, they will never be in there. This is the reason they
have come to Ottawa twice in the last year to discuss this
problem. Even though they have been promised they would be
involved in every aspect which affects them directly, they have
not been involved. There have been a few cordial meetings
where they have been listened to, but nothing has happened.

The minister is saying, "Trust me. I will look after you once
the constitution is patriated". We will sec if there are any
amendments accepted by the government resulting from the
constitution committee which is now in place. We will sec
whether the proclamation will be in the schedule and whether
these rights, language, culture and traditions will be main-
tained, because, as I said, there is nowhere else in the world
they can go to renew them.

We spend $250 million a year on education for 300,000
people. Despite the millions that are spent each year, there are
less native people graduating frorn high schools. As I men-
tioned before, there were only two in Edmonton, and 20 per
cent in the rest of Canada. When looking for a job and
attempting to assist their band, it is very difficult because
more and more native people do not have adequate education.
They do not carry on their education in universities and
colleges. In most instances the amount of money available for
them to live in the cities where they must go to attend college
is inadequate.

There are hardly any teachers graduating who will teach the
native people. The greatest success has been in those colleges
set up by the native people. Maskwachees College in Hob-
bema, Alberta, is now graduating teachers with the help of the
University of Calgary. They are finally graduating teachers to
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help native children attain some scholastic abilities, and not in
the traditional ways that have been used in the past.

We all know of the alcohol problem and the number of
native people in our jails across the nation. As far as alcohol is
concerned, many people have had a drinking problem for
years. The problem of attempting to dry these people out is the
same as with any other person. It does not work in the
established institutions. Where it is working is in the detoxifi-
cation centres set up by the native people. Put yourself in their
position.

* (1610)

I will use an example in my constituency. After being an
alcoholic for ten years and finally receiving some help at a
detoxification centre on a reserve, a person comes out of that
institution. He has a grade seven education. Having been out
of service for about ten years, who will hire that person? He
has very little education and no real abilities, as well as a past
record. We have to put in place the ability for that person to
further his education and get the kinds of training and trades
which are essential. As it is now, when he leaves the institution
there is nothing to do but go back to drinking. He does not
have the ability to take pride in himself and the people around
him.

This is the case of over half the people in jails in Alberta. It
is not quite that high in other parts of Canada. There is no
counselling for these native people. If there is, it is only in
limited areas. When they Icave the institution, what is there
for them?

Mr. Yurko: Hopelessness.

Mr. Schellenberger: In many cases, as my colleague says, it
is hopelessness. We have to develop those programs. For years
I have been watching to see whether those programs would be
developed. I do not see them being developed. In some cases
native people, in desperation, if they have their own funds,
have developed this because they realize the problems. How-
ever, in most cases they do not have their own funds. They are
dependent on the department to dole out funds.

As I conclude, I want to put on record a quote from the B.C.
Indian Chiefs which I believe sums up the problem:

As Indian nations, we have battled for many years on many fronts to retain Our
special status, dignity and pride. As Indian people we fought and will continue to
fight for our right to exist as sovereign nations gathering strength from cach
battie.

When we lose we become more determined and find other ways to continue
the battie. We have fought governments. corporations, courts, small people, big
people, and those who ever stood to threaten our lands and our rights. We've

withstood racism, poverty, disease, ignorance, assimilation, social chaotic disor-

der and political suppression by paternalistic governments. We have survived.

But now, our Indian nations across Canada are in "a state of emergency". Our

future as Indian people has been put on the line.

That is why we have a conference here in Ottawa this week.
Many feel it is a state of emergency. There has to be hope in
order for people to have dignity and work their problems out
themselves, not under some paternalistic hand. It has to come
from within themselves. If they are not granted the tools to do
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that, such as the constitution, the ability to use their own
money and make their own mistakes. that hope dwindles.
When we look at the constitution before us, tl s dwindling
rapidly.

1 do flot know whether this is a good example, but two years
ago 1 travelled to the Middle East. 1 visited Palestinian refugee
camps. 1 could sec that the people there had no hope. They
could flot get outside the camps. There were hundreds of
thousands of them living on a few quarters of ]and. They had
to cxist on ten kilograms of flour, ten kilograms of peanuts and
two quarts of olive oil a month per famnily, plus whatever cIsc
they could scrounge, and that was flot very much. The United
Nations hclpcd with a program to fced some of the cbjîdren so
that when they droppcd below a certain weight they could
somehow keep thcrn alive.

We ask why they resort to some extremnes ai tinies. We are
appalled at those extremes. But 1 will tell you why they do
these things. It is because there is no hope. Well, there is still
hope for native people in Canada. We have to prove as a
government that that hope is there and that we can establish
the new policies which will give themt that hope. In that way
thcy can go on to becomne a great commnunity within our
confederation or their confedieration and ours. We wilI flot do
that if we continue with the present policies, and that is why 1
have moved this motion.

Somne hon. Members: Hear, hear!

I-on. John C. Munro (Minister of Indian Affairs and
Northern Development): Mr. Speaker, 1 have listened with
attentivcness to the rcrnarks of' the hon. member for Wetaski-
win (Mr. Schellenberger). May 1 say that when the officiaI
opposition moves a motion of this kind idcntifying the failure
of the govcrnmrent to promnote Indian self-reliance and the
continued failure to proteet culture, language, and the health
of Canada's Indian people, 1 do flot think that too much
attention has been paid to an awareness of the record and,
îndeed, an appreciation of the problem.

1 do flot have to remind the hon. member that his party
forrned the government for seven or eight months. 1 suppose 1
have been minister for a month more than my predecessor in
the Conservative goverfiment. 1 listened with some intcrest to
the condemnation in the sense that the hon. member directcd
tl toward goverfiment. He indicatcd that the previous goverfi-
ment had movcd toward establishing innovative policies
rcspecting scîf-reliance. 1 would appreciate il if the hon.
member would enlightcn me, sometime during the course of
the day. on precisely what those policies toward scîf-reliance
werc. 1 can assure him right now that if he would articulate
them, 1 would be more than happy to endorse them.

One thing 1 do know that the hon. member perhaps failed to
note because of his busy sehedule, is that there was an
agreement in principle arrived at with the Committee for
Originial Peuples, the Inuit in the Western Arctic under the
then minister of Indian affairs and northcrn development, Mr.
Faulkner. 1 regret talking in the absence of my immediate
predecessor. He may have some comments on this. That was a

breakthrough in the sense of agreement in principle with
respect to a comprehensive land dlaimn reached with the Inuit
people of the Western Arctic which would afford thcm a land
base and economic guarantees for their future well-being.
Because il was a comprehensive type of dlaim settlement, they
would have a very high degrcc of self-government and/or
scîf-reliance. It is something they negotiated and won through
the proccss of negotiation, something which would give thcm a
good economie and social base.

As 1 understand it, it was the feeling of my predecessor that
that agreement in principle should be set aside, or suspended,
without any further effort being expcnded bringing it to a final
agreement. 1 might indicate that one of the first things 1 did
upon becoming the minister was to visit the Western Arctic
and the Committc of the Original People, and 1 indicated that
wc intended to honour that agreement in principle. 1 do flot
view the record of my immediate predecessors with quite the
same sense of disapproval and 1 point out that one example.

e (1620)

The reason 1 will flot point out any more is simply that I
fînd it rather unique, with reference to this department, that
when I go before the Standing Committee on Indian Affairs
and Northern Developmcnt and mneet the hon. member, and
many others, I sense that there is, because of the intensity of
feeling with respect to the condition of' the Indian peoples and
the urgcncy with respect to the dcvelopmcnt of the north,
probably less partisanship there than in any other standing
committec before which 1 have had the experience of appear-
ing. In addition to that, various members of the House of
Commons in whose ridings there are Indian people are dceply
concerned, whcn they deal with the minister of the day, about
workîng out problems. That tends to undermîne excessive
partisanship to a very great dcgrec.

I want to indicate a sense of appreciation for the help flot
only of goverfiment members but also of members of both
opposition parties, given to me in a spirit of non-partisanship.
Along that fine, 1 approached the hon. member and indicated
that because so many Indian people are in Ottawa this week,
because many chiefs have indicated they wish to sec me and
because 1 have a vcry heavy sehedule, particularly over the
course of the ncxt few days, 1 would appreciate his understand-
ing if 1 cannot be here for the entire day. 1 spoke to members
of the New Democratie Party also, and I appreciate their
understanding on that score. If 1 am away, my parliamentary
secretary will certainly be here to note the remarks which are
made, and 1 ccrtainly will study themn in some detail tomorrow.

There is a certain lack of awarcness of the record. 1 will
endeavour to be somewhat more positive later on in my
rcmarks, but there are certain things which have flot been
accomplished over the years on behaîf of the Indian people,
despite funding which has been allocated for the Indian peo-
ple's benefit.

The hon. member for Wetaskiwin referred to the Indian
conditions document. That document was rcleased by my
department in June of 1980, and noted that the social, eco-
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nomic and other conditions of the Indian people improved in
the last two decades. They still, of course, remain well below
the conditions enjoyed by other Canadians. That document
removes all doubt about that fact. Life expectancy, a reflection
of health standards, is still ten years less among Indians than it
is among the national population. University enrolment has
increased, however-this is on the positive side-from 57 in
1963 to 2,700 in 1979. That was the good news.

The following is the bad news. Indian participation in the
labour force is still less than what would be desirable. It is
about two-thirds of the national level. Only about 32 per cent
of Indians of working age are employed. Generally speaking,
reserve resources have not been developed, due partly to the
fact that many Indian reserves do not form economic units,
and almost half of them are relatively inaccessible.

During the past ten years the greatest proportion of
increases in government expenditures for Indian affairs have
been in community services and economic development, but
development funding remains at less than 10 per cent of
over-all funding in the department. That is a source of frustra-
tion to myself and has been to my predecessors and others. It is
indicative of the problem with respect to limitation of funds. It
is a problem i have as Minister of Indian Affairs and Northern
Development, but it was also a problem faced by my immedi-
ate predecessor. Many programs involve heavy funding
commitments.

I would like to deal with one matter to which my hon. friend
referred. He said that only 30 cents of each dollar reaches
Indians. I would like to have that figure examined in more
detail by the committee because, quite frankly, I question its
accuracy. The figures I have, and those which i think have
been put before the committee, indicate that the administra-
tive costs of the department are not more than 12 per cent of
the entire budget. Certainly the 30 cents comes into question
when one looks at that figure, and also when one recognizes
that 35 per cent of the entire budget of the department is
administered by the bands themselves. Perhaps when the hon.
member refers to that figure he is talking about those bands
which have taken over administration. They are taking over 35
per cent. There are bands which have not, but moneys expend-
ed on their behalf is not counted as part of the 30 cents. This
casts a very different light on a figure of that kind, but the
hon. member quotes it without further analysis.

I will carry on with some positive aspects. I think they
should be emphasized simply because, when I talk with many
Indian people, they express some unhappiness about the con-
stant conduct of some of us in the House of Commons who
continually refer to the gloomy aspects of their conditions. One
said that he is a little tired of being considered the "poor little
Indian" all the time. I can understand how they feel in that
regard, so there might be some merit in talking about some of
the positive things which have happened.

For instance, one could look at the participation of natives
at all levels of government and, more particularly, at the active
involvement in Indian political associations which have devel-
oped over many years. However, setting that aside and talking
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just about their representation at all levels of government, I
refer to Senator Guy Williams, a native from British
Columbia; Senator Willie Adams, an Inuit from the North-
west Territories; and the hon. member for Nunatsiaq (Mr.
Ittinuar), an Inuit from the Northwest Territories who is a
member of the New Democratic Party. I understand that the
hon. member for Winnipeg-St. James (Mr. Keeper) will speak
after I do. He is a native member.

Frank Calder is a native MLA in the B.C. legislature. Not
now active but defeated are the Hon. Leonard Marchand, a
native from British Columbia, and Wally Firth who was a
Dene member of Parliament from the Northwest Territories.
Many others ran but were not elected. They ran and conducted
good campaigns with the determination to serve here one day.
Some of us have been defeated. I certainly was. Bill Shead is
native Liberal from Manitoba. Don Moses is a native who ran
for the Liberals for a seat in the House of Commons. He is
from British Columbia. George Erasmus is a member of the
New Democratic Party who ran in the Northwest Territories.
Archie Patrick is a native member of the New Democratic
Party from British Columbia. Jim Gladstone, I think, became
a senator under the Right Hon. John Diefenbaker. Tagat
Curley is an Inuit Liberal. Andrew Kirkness is a native Liberal
from northern Manitoba, and Charles Sark is a native from
Prince Edward Island.

Mr. Nielsen: And Joe Jack.

Mr. Munro (Hamilton East): I missed Joe Jack, and I am
sure I missed some others, but this list is indicative of the
number who are sitting or who have run.

Mr. Nielsen: Erik Nielsen, Whitehorse Indian.

Mr. Munro (Hamilton East): Erik Nielsen from Yukon. It
is a positive thing that band governments have emerged to take
basic responsibility for local administration. That is a very
encouraging sign and, as I say, 35 per cent of the entire funds
are now under local administration. That trend is going
upward and I am sure will continue, ending the problem of
self-reliance about which the hon. member in the official
opposition complains.

There is general agreement among Indian people and the
government that relations between the two are more positive
now than they were. There are still complaints. There is a far
greater degree of Indian participation in the provision of
health, education, community and other services than there
was a decade ago. Indian people have greater access to more
kinds of employment, both on and off reserves, than they did
before.

I might talk about a greater degree of recognition of the
government's position. The hon. member says that the govern-
ment has done nothing to protect the culture, language and
health of Canadian Indian people. I might add that one of the
reasons for the preparation and release of the "Indian Condi-
tions" report was to create an awareness among those interest-
ed in the affairs of Indians-including, presumably, the offi-
cial opposition-of the real nature of the problem and to
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promote a widcsprcad recognition of the real and urgent need
for truc Indian seif-reliance to be realized. Judging from the
hon. member's comments, the opposition bas obviously read
and concurs in that report since it endorsed its logical conclu-
sion that greatcr self-reliance is flot only desirable but also
essential.

However, sonne other aspects of the situation have apparent-
y gone undctected by the drafters of this non-confidence
motion today. The governrnent is comrnitted not only to pro-
moting Indian scîf-reliance in ail possible ways but also to
ensuring that ail Canadians and their representatives are
rnindful that this is a fundamental objective of governmrent
policy and of government actions.

The principle of scîf-reliance is basic to the governmcnt's
approach to the constitution. In thc Indian Act we emphasize
self-government and the provision of services. As an examiple 1
can cite housing, education, economie dcvelopment and the
preservation and enhancement of Indian language and culture.

* (1630)

First, 1 should like to talk about self reliance in the constitu-
tional context, in the contcxt of' constitutional developmcnt.
Contrary to the position taken in today's motion, what is
happening on the constitutional front is not a failure but a
testament to the governmcent's conînitmient to promiote Indian
self-reliance. Ilcre are somte examiples. A dccade ago. the
govcrniment bcgan to address seriously the issues of native
rights by encouragiuîg Indian participatiun in the develupmcint
of a mutual understanding of their nature and extent. Issues
undcrlying concepts of aboriginal and treaty rights arc comi
plex. They require extensive consultations. both with Indians
and with provinces. These issues include, fromn the native
perspective, the right to self-government, hunting. fishing and
trapping rights. education and language rights. a special share
n resource revenues, special provisions pertaining to family

law, the administration of justice, and su on.
For the record, 1 want to review somte highlights of the

govcrnmnent's efforts to encourage native participation in con-
stitutional rencwal.

In June of 1978 "A Timie for Action" a basic document of
the government of the day -gave priority to the place of native
peoples in constitutional renewal. The constitutional amend-
mient in Bill C-60 provided an opportunity for nativc-govern-
ment dialogue on the proposed charter of rights. In October
and November of 1978, native observers werc invitcd and
welcomed by the Prime Minister (Mr. Trudeau) to the first
ministers' conference.

On January 30, 1979, the Prime Minister invited national
native federations to send observers to the second first minis-
ters' conference. On February 5 and 6 of 1979, at the confer-
ence, the Prime Ninister proposcd that the ministers meet
with native leaders to explore their constitutional concerns. On
February 12 of 1979 the Prime Ninister released a list of new
constitutional items, including -Canada's Native Peoples and
the Constitution."

On April 29, 1980, the Prime Minister gave a speech on the
constitution ai ithe National nd ian Brothei hood 's a Il chiel s
conference, and focuscd on the nced to del'ine aboriginal and
ti eaty rights, nativ e self-gov ernment, native represeniation in
political institutions, and federal-provincial responsibilities for
the provision of services to native people.

On August 1 l, 1980, the Prime Mvinister sent a letter to the
national native organizations affirming observer status at the
upcoming first ministers' conference on the constitution. On
August 26, 1980, the continuing committee of ministers on the
constitution met in subcommittce with native leadership,
received bricfs and discussed their concernis.

From September 8 to 12 of 1980 the first ministers' confer-
ence was held at which attention was drawn by a number of
premiers and the Prime Minister to native rights issues.

On October 2, 1980, a resolution was proposed for a joint
address to Fier N4ajesty that the constitution be returncd to
Parliament. Section 24 of the charter of rights in that docu-
nient was to ensure that the proposed resolution in no way
dctracted from any rights of the Indian people, whether it be
statute law or treaty proclamations in the jurisprudence that
has developed over the ycars.

On October 10 and 17 of' 1980, the Prime Minister assured
the Ilouse that constitutional negotiations with native leaders
would continue and that any changes directly affecting native
peoples would only bc made aftcr discussion with them. The
Prime Mvinister stated thiat meetings with native leaders would
continue to take place to consider how best to proteet native
rights.

One aspect of this chronology bas been left to the last
because it is su central to the issue of Indian self reliance
raiscd in motion. Last April, the Prime Ninister announced to
the National Indian Brotherhood conference that $1.2 million
had been approved. $400,000 for each of the three national
native organi7ations. to help themn prepare for discussions on
the constitution. On Novemiber 7, 1980, the Prime Minister, in
response to questions from members, made note of this contri-
bution and of subsequent meetings and correspondence. Also
on November 7 the Prime Mvinister said:
rhli precise detinitiun of thu',e rigits in aî vritten constitutionat documtent i

sonutttçttît. i repc.at. that we havue asststed the indian, native peuple. Metns and
iflic I nuit ta resea rch t or t hettt',lves If' theý conte up wi th sonie Ftn ofm

,ttttndient tuhich is acceptable lu ait parties in ibis Huse -and, i shudsas
httpciuttt. t lu.e'erat of the ptuo ncial gosernrncnts- we are prepared lu iccept
aittedmnents un this as un ut her tht ngs. i výu d nierci y % .int to point ou t ta flic

hion, niernbr that i ihink the sitmple cI.îiîî ut aburiginai riglits. withu anyone
knoving esactis what it meins, is nut a matter which une can convtncingy argue
should bc put in the constitution ai this tinie. Virst ut all. the courts vsould be
.alled upun ta interpret sum.h aî con',titutioni aimendniettt, aînd i thtnk everwone
w ou Id wa Ut to kUom w ha) aîburigi n.î righis are, v hat is iheir extent. tu w in
thcy applo. and su on.

Hence the justification for the research money which was
made available to enable the Indian and native associations to
deal with their constitutional position. That money has been
utilized, 1 think. As xxe noted, the committce on the constitu-
tion which is sitting right noix wilI be hearing native organiza-
tions throughout this weck. It bas already heard fromn the Inuit
organilations which made ample use of this type of funding
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arrangement and which were able, with these resources, to
obtain the kind of constitutional expertise which they desired.

The latest development is the Prime Minister's most recent
letter to the national native organizations in which the follow-
ing message was communicated: First, patriation will not
reduce the natives' rights in Canada; second, the government's
commitment to work with native peoples toward constitution
change remains firm; third, the list of natives' priority con-
cerns, including aboriginal and treaty rights, internal self-
government, representation in political institutions, and a
guarantee of services will be addressed along with other items
which would be treated as the first item on the next first
ministers' meeting in the second phase after the constitution is
brought home; and finally, the pursuit of the objective to
entrench native rights in the constitution will likely involve a
number of meetings with first ministers, and we as the govern-
ment are committed to that end.

I have dealt briefly with the question of the self-reliance of
Indians in the constitutional context. I should like to deal with
it now in reference to the Indian Act and self-reliance in that
context. It is clear to us, when we look at the Indian Act, that
the relationship between Indians and government must change.

As a result of extensive consultations last summer, in which
I was personally involved to a considerable degree, it became
clear, first, that there is no consensus among Indian people on
this subject, and I am speaking here about the Indian Act and
what should be in it to foster greater self-reliance; second, that
the National Indian Brotherhood does not, at this time at
least, support amendments to the Indian Act. To be a little
more objective, I should explain that their preoccupation at
present is with the constitution; third, it became apparent to
me during these consultations that there are still, however, a
significant number of Indian bands who wish to assume great-
er control of their affairs. Therefore, we are now considering
legislation to provide the option for self-government at the
band level for those bands that wish it.

g (1640)

The scope of the legislation is still under review and it was
subject to the type of consultation which took place during the
summer. We indicated then that the legislation would establish
band councils as governing bodies in their own right. It would
permit them to administer their own financial affairs with
accountability to their own people. Also the legislation would
give thein control of the administration of programs to allow
them to pass and enforce bylaws within their own communi-
ties, and they would have increased responsibility for the
administration of their lands and resources. These are some of
the very key elements which would establish self-reliance in
the context which the hon. member for Wetaskiwin talked
about. They were the key elements in the proposals which I
took to the Indian people this summer.

I should like to talk about self-reliance, and services to
Indians. The first area with which I will deal is that of
housing. I do not know if hon. members opposite are aware
that last July cabinet approval was given to a submission
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which I took to my colleagues for an additional $20 million to
improve Indian housing on reserves. The amount available for
housing in 1980-81 was raised to $93 million. The long-term
effect of improvements to Indian housing will be to strengthen
Indian communities. They will be involved in decision-making
in a much more adequate way, and now there will be much
more adequate funding for them to do that.

The second area is education. It is now government policy in
education to achieve two objectives: first, increased Indian
control of education, and second, more adequate funding in the
way they wish it. In this area the department since 1976, with
the support of the National Indian Brotherhood, has pursued
the goal of greater Indian control of education. Some of the
more encouraging aspects on that point would be that most
Indian bands have now established education committees; the
department is committed to a plan to transfer up to 50 per
cent of the teaching staff to Indian-controlled schools; the
department, with Indians, is now reviewing current education
agreements with the provinces at the request of the Indians.
We are doing that with their involvement.

In terms of education achievement, Indian elementary
shcool participation is now equal to national levels, there has
been a tenfold increase in Indian participation in universities,
and now Indians are virtually involved in all kinds of profes-
sional training, including nursing and legal. One only has to
look at the tremendous number of Indian lawyers who, in a
very articulate legal fashion, are advancing the causes of
native people.

I should like to talk about economic development, which is a
very worth-while preoccupation of members of the committee.
A great deal of discussion with Indian people has been held
over the last few months, and studies have been undertaken.
Both have confirmed that for Indian economic development to
be successful, it must be planned and controlled by Indian
people themselves and it must go beyond the reserves as the
resource base.

Our experience over the past few years has shown that
economic development has been extremely successful in sector-
al programs and under the auspices of such programs as the
Manitoba Indians Agricultural Program, the Saskatchewan
Indians Agricultural Program, and the British Columbia
Indian Fishermen's Assistance Program. These initiatives have
provided models for Indian control and comprehensive man-
agement by Indian people of development projects. I think the
hon. member for Wetaskiwin would agree that the projects
have been notably successful. Efforts have been continuing to
increase Indian access to employment opportunities off the
reserve. An example is the Indian Oilsands Development Cor-
poration in Alberta which, since 1976, has participated in the
Syncrude oil sands project in the province. My department is
now working with Indians to ensure Indian participation in
other major resource development projects such as the Alaska
H ighway and Polar Gas Pipeline projects.

There will have to be more exploitation of on-reserve de-
velopment potential, particularly in the areas of agriculture,
timber, recreation and oil-gas where the emphasis must be
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placed. Moreover, such development cannot take place piece-
meal, or by the government. It must be donc in a comprehen-
sive way, and we realize that Indian people must play the lead
role. Opposition members would surely not have the House
believe that Indian people should be dependent on the govern-
ment in this regard. I am talking about involvement in these
megaprojects. We are now consulting with Indian people to
seek ways to improve the structure of financial support for
Indian economic development ventures. Some meetings will
take place with Indian leadership during the course of this
week in which not only myself but the Minister of Energy,
Mines and Resources (Mr. Lalonde) will be involved. Our goal
is to ensure that the sources of funding available to ail
Canadians are tapped to their fullest and that Indian economic
development takes place within the existing economic structure
of Canada.

The Acting Speaker (Mr. Blaker): I regret to interrupt the
hon. minister but his allotted time has expired. He may
continue only with the unanimous consent of the House. Is
there unanimous consent?

Some hon. Members: Agreed.

Mr. Nielsen: The minister has not spoken on Indian affairs
during this whole session, so I think he should be allowed the
opportunity to do so now.

Mr. Munro (Hamilton East): With that somewhat dubious
observation, let me indicate that I appreciate the time to
complete my remarks. I will be very brief.

I should like to emphasize the optimism which can be
engendered by us ail and to negate some of the more negative
aspects emphasized so much over the years. I am referring to
the land claims activity which is of prime concern to the native
people of this country. I would advise the hon. member who
put this motion of my appointment of Dennis O'Connor as
chief federal negotiator for the Yukon claim. The hon.
member for Yukon (Mr. Nielsen) is well aware of that
appointment.

Mr. Nielsen: It is a fine appointment.

Mr. Munro (Hamilton East): This appointment has received
the approbation of the hon. member for the Yukon, the
government of the Yukon and the Council of Yukon Indians. I
saw him just yesterday and he told me that the negotiations
with the Council of Yukon Indians are going reasonably well.
Also I advise the member of my appointment of Senator David
Steuart of Saskatchewan to try to bring to conclusion the
agreement in principle, and of course I am referring to the
COPE claim, Also in August Robert Mitchell was appointed
to deal with the Inuit claim in the eastern Arctic, and Robert
Young was appointed to deal with the Nishga Tribal Council
land claim. These appointments have received not only the
endorsation of the territorial government but of the provinces.
The inactivity of some of these land claims has been an
impediment to development and a source of irritation not only
to the natives but to the non-native population who find that

little can be accomplished as long as these claims remain
inactive.

Indeed that has been a very encouraging development. I
appreciate the indulgence of the House in allowing me to point
out some of the positive aspects of the fronts that are being
moved on now in ail these areas, to cope more adequately with
the severe problems which historically native people have
suffered. They are ail primarily designed to provide, as identi-
fied in the motion, the Indian people of this country, Canada's
first citizens, with the self-reliance that not only they want but
we endorse.

Some hon. Members: Hear, hear!

S(1650)

Mr. Cyril Keeper (Winnipeg-St. James): Mr. Speaker, I
rise to speak on this motion since I think it clearly raises a
question which is of great concern to us ail, to ail Canadians
and ail native people. I wish to say that while native and
Indian people make up a very small percentage of the popula-
tion, their problems are very real ones, in spite of improve-
ments. It is not only the fact that native people face very real
problems which is important but also the fact that the con-
tinued existence of these problems serves as a symbol to many
people. It serves as a symbol of the incapacity of a nation to
come to grips adequately with these problems. It symbolizes a
government which fails to deal with problems effectively or
adequately.

I wish to make some comments about the remarks made by
the minister. He made reference to elected native people. I
must say that the capacity of native people to become elected
to legislatures across this country is important, but it is
certainly not sufficient. The central question which faces the
lndian and native peoples today is that of participation in the
decision-making process as a community, not simply by way of
having individuals elected to legislatures across the country.

The minister also made reference to the constitutional pro-
cess. He detailed the involvement the native people have had
so far in that process. I must say that while he was able to
elaborate a large number of details, I think the fact of the
constitutional express coming to town with a large number of
Indian people, who still feci totally locked out of any real
involvement in the constitutional process, indicates that the
efforts so far to invoive Indian people in that constitutional
change process have been ineffective. It is not, however, too
late. I think the recommendations before the committee could
bc responded to positively by the government. The government
could still come forward with an amendment to the constitu-
tional resolution which would affirm aboriginal and Indian
rights rather than simply make a negative statement. as is in
the present resolution. That statement says that nothing in the
resolution will take away from aboriginal rights.

With regard to the minister's comments about the Indian
Act, I must say that unless the general mood that is gencrated
by the way the government is handling the constitutional
process is reversed, and an appropriate and constructive mood
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is struck, when the minister comes to deal with the Indian Act
he will have a very difficult time indeed. It is clear one issue is
related to the other in terms of the over-all quality of the
relationship between the Indian people and the government. It
is very important that the constitutional process be dealt with
in a constructive manner so that when the minister comes to
deal with legislation he has a constructive relationship to rely
upon, in terms of working out those amendments with the
Indian people.

The minister made reference to improvements and opti-
mism. I think there is certainly a role they can play. That is
not the only side of the coin. Clearly, we would not be talking
about the conditions of Indian people without those conditions
continuing to be serious and calling for a serious response.

The minister referred to Indian involvement in oil projects.
My colleague, our energy critic, referred to that in question
period today. I have in my hand a letter from the vice-presi-
dent of the Indian Association in Alberta which is addressed to
the premier of that province. It outlines the very serious
conditions which Indian people continue to suffer in that
province, including, among other things, an increasing mortal-
ity rate. In other words, in the province in which there is the
greatest economic boom presently in this country, the condi-
tions of Indian people continue to deteriorate. We are talking
about very serious, and not always improving, conditions when
we talk about the conditions of Indian people. This has obvi-
ously been well-documented over the years.

The minister's own report on Indian conditions, while point-
ing to some improvements, obviously outlines very serious
problems which continue to exist. These problems call for
serious attention. They are not only dealt with in the minister's
report but there was also a report on Indian and Inuit health
conditions which outlined, elaborated and sketched the com-
pletely intolerable conditions under which Indian people live in
this country.

While making these introductory remarks I would like to
say that there is obviously some validity to the claim that there
are some improvements. We continue to face problems which
are very serious and intolerable. These problems require atten-
tion. I would like to focus my remarks on Indians in the urban
situation since that is much closer to my own experience. It is
the general deterioration of the conditions under which Indians
live in a rural setting which causes the migration to cities.
Whether they are status Indians or non-status they come to
cities with a great deal of hope. They come in search of better
housing, better jobs, and better living conditions.

In the cities, status Indians face some special problems,
some of which relate to the jurisdiction the federal government
has over Indians and the jurisdiction provincial governments
have with regard to social matters. I am thinking now of child
welfare. I know that in my home province the provincial
government tends to deal with the problem of Indians and
child welfare on reserves only in emergency situations. There is
a gap in the services, and a serious problem arises. What tends
to happen is that rather than the problems being dealt with,
the federal and provincial governments deal with the problems
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of status Indians, where there is this conflict of jurisdiction,
more in terms of a revenue problem about who is responsible
financially. As a result, the Indian people and the Indian
children get caught in the middle and fall between the chairs.

More specifically in dealing with the resolution, I note that
it refers to self-reliance. My understanding of that term is that
it calls upon the government to assist Indian people in their
own self-help efforts. The reason I translate the word "self-
reliance" into "self-help" is because I am afraid of the attitude
which might prevail in one saying that self-reliance means we
no longer have access to public funds in order to cope with the
problems which we face. I think that is a real possibility since I
know, with regard to the provincial government in Manitoba,
under the premiership of Mr. Lyon, the approach there is
really one that could be described as a freedom to starve, to be
self-reliant in that sense. That is certainly not the sense in
which I am speaking to the motion.

a (1700)

When that government came into office in Manitoba, the
first thing it did was cut off many of the very valuable services
to the Indian people, particularly those in northern, remote
communities of the province. This has only helped to stimulate
further the migration to the cities. Certainly, it is not the sense
of self-reliance to which I am speaking here, and that is why I
specify "self-help" as opposed to the word "self-reliance"
which is in the motion.

While Indian people suffer under very grave social condi-
tions, they should no longer be referred to as victims. It is
useful to adopt the notion of the Indian as victorious, as the
survivor, and as the person who is growing and coping better
with these very difficult problems. It is important because in
instances when the social problems which Indian people face
are listed, it is often felt by Indian people to be a put-down.
Obviously, we must face these very serious social problems in
the light that Indian people are no longer simply victims of
those problems, but are turning the situation around and
coping with their problems much better than ever before.

In order for the Indian people to cope with these problems,
the government assistance or public assistance must be effec-
tive. Indian people require the assistance of their fellow citi-
zens in order to cope with these problems. the problems faced
by Indian people in the cities are of a global nature and
embrace such areas as education, employment, difficulties
with the criminal justice system, lack of adequate social
services and all the problems a person can face. Indians face
these problems particularly in cities in the west, but also in
many other Canadian cities such as Montreal. Of course in the
west Indians in Winnipeg, Regina, Saskatoon, Edmonton,
Calgary and Vancouver face these problems. All these cities
have large Indian populations.

These very serious problems require immediate and urgent
attention. Since the government is aware of these problems, it
is incumbent upon it to take action which is appropriate to the
size and urgency of the problems. I have seen no evidence of
this action so far. When the Indian Conditions Report was
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first published 1 feit, perhaps naively, that this document
would cause the government to take serious action in this area.
1 also anticipated that the government would do something
about the problems which Indian people in the cities face, but
1 have seen no evidence of that so far.

The Winnipeg Indian Council has often corne to me about
the fact that the Department of lndian Affairs does flot deliver
its services in the city. It seemit to stop-

Mr. Orlikow: Writes them off.

Mr. Keeper: -it writes them off when native people move
into the urban environment. Certainly this is not acceptable to
the status Indians who live in the cities, nor us it good for the
over-ali community because it means there are serious prob-
lems which arc not receiving adequate attention. This policy
must be changed. The lndian Affairs Department should not
write off Indian people when they move to the cities.

The governrnent bas a clear responsibility to the status
Indians. but with regard to non-status Indians its obligation is
not aIl that clear. While there us no specific clause in the
constitution which outlines the federal government's responsi-
bility to non-status Indians, clearly, because of the seriousness
and the national scope of the problems, the federal goverrnent
does have a responsibility to become involved so that provincial
governments and local communities can adequately deal with
these very serious problems faced by both status and non-
status I ndians.

There are several parts to this motion. It refers to the
-failure- of the governrnent, which raises the question of wbat
is the benchmark for failure? It is not whether the governiment
is doing a little more or whether there is some improvement.
The benchmark should refer to the disparity bctween the living
conditions of Indian people and the over-alI population. Clear-
ly, against that benchrnark, the government has failed. It mnust
take more aggressive action in this area. When the motion
refers to self-reliance, we think of it in terms of self-help. The
governmnent must move to help Indians where they seek to help
theitelves. It is no use simply to allocate money for probleis
unless that money is used in prîîgramns which have been
designed by Indian people.

There is one gap in thc motion. By and large tl is a good
motion, but it contains no specifie reference to living condi-
tions, although tl is implied in the words -failure to proteet the
culture, language and health of' Canada's Indian peoples".
However, tl would be belpful if it were spelled out more
clearly. Accordingly, 1 move. seconded by the hon. member for
Regina East (Mr. de Jong):

Th.îî the mlotion be anmended by insertîng therein. immedî,îîely ifier the wýord
"he.îlîh. the folloming n.ords-

-ad liv ing corditions"

1 move my motion because 1 believe that the motion,
whether it refers to scîf-reliance. culture or language, is really
bascd upon the living conditions under which people suffer
toda\ and this, fundamentally, is what must be changed.

The Acting Speaker (Mr. Blaker): 1 thank the hon. member
for Winnipeg-St. James (Mr. Keeper) for having provided the
Chair with a copy of the amendment in advance. In a proce-
duraI sense, 1 find it acceptable and in order.

Mr. Lorne Greenaway (Cariboo-Chilcotin): Mr. Speaker, 1
would like to begin today by referring to three articles which
recently appeared in the Toronto Globe and Mail. These tbree
commentaries dealt with the plight of our native people in
present-day Canada. They were written by Mr. David Lanca-
shire, the chief feature writer of The Globe and Mail. Allow
me to quote the first paragraph of article number one, which
appeared on page 10 of the October 18, 1980, issue:

They cill theriselves refugees [n iheir own land. They crowd bv the thousand
n the downirndden districts of big cities across the country, some I 5.000 in

Monirea,il perhaps 30.000 in Toronto and the sanie nr Winnipeg, 20.000 or more

ýn Vancouver. Theit ,re Canada', urban Indî,îns, who have iraded the povcrtý of'
their rescrves ,and sett!menis for poverty and racial discrimination in the bright

lîg h ts

( 1710)

Let me quote from the first paragraph of the second article
found on page 7 of the October 20 issue. It reads:
Vv'e havie got 1 1 1 houses on the reserves'. says Rotand Crowe. Chiel ot the

Pi.ipmi Indian baind outside Regina, 'and oui, four of temn haîve running %aier

or sen.îge disposîl. There are alîiiosl no jobs, and 279 of iîur people have ioved
,iwiy. A loti of families are on ucelfare lThe younger band members ire giTfg
vcrN depressecd aînd frusîrated, but ne aîre beller offthan r0051 wie ,îre .în upper
îîîîddle-class Indian reserve'

Finally, 1 would like to quote the lead-off statement in the
final article which appeared on lucsday, October 21. It reads:
The 1 980s must bc aî decade of decîsTons ,and aîctions, lthe whiite mian v,.s saiTng.

but the Indians dîdn't pay much heed. Allter 100 vears of what m.iny Indî,îns
regard .as cîopty promiiises. and iii a dei.ade v hen a minîsier in Ottaîwa c.în st)l
torhrd .an IndT,în tii raiTse ci.hckens on a reserve 1,600 kilornetres away. it sounded
i e moîîre enipty tais 1lThe w hie Tma in was Primti M i nstcr Pierre Trudea,iu h i.

auindence in Oiî.îw. I,îst April wîs .a gathering of chiefs aînd eiders [rom Indî,Tn
bands ,icross lthe counnrv. (.,nada's îre,îînenî of ils naive peoples h.îs bcen a
t,îîalurc. Mr. Trudeau ,.onfessed. ,and simply pourîng I,îrger amounîs of iîioney
inio the sînie progr.îms w il liit work eîlher. He told lthe ihiefs the lîllie had

contîe [Tir I ndia ns to set i hei r own ain. t is finhie, sa id M r. Trudeau, t'or I nd ian
baînds 10 be gîven aî chaince 10 govern themselves.

The first two quotations illustrate that the problemit faced
by native people are very real, and are still with us. The last
one indicates that we have a Prime Minister (MIr. Trudeau)
who publicly. at any rate, hait the solution. But the Prime
Minister of this country admitted publicly on April 29, 1980,
that Canada*s treatment of native peoples hait been a failure.
For once, 1 find myself in complete agreement with the right
hon. gentleman.

The Knox report, or to give it its proper title, Survey of
Indian Conditions, published this spring, documented very
clearly what an absolute disaster government programs have
been. This report provides the following dismal list of statis-
tics. These statisties, 1 am sure you will agree, sound as if tbey
were derived from somne fourtb-rate, Third World, poverty-
strieken nation. N4entioning the I bird World remindit me that
one of our best known Canadian Indian chiefs. George Manuel
of British Columbia, coined the phrase, "The Fourtb World-
n reference to our native Indians. As a matter of fact, he is the
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author of a book by that title, a book which deals with the
plight of the native people. I can recommend it to anyone who
is truly interested in this subject. My colleague, the hon.
member for Wetaskiwin (Mr. Schellenberger), quoted Chief
Manuel in his closing remarks.

To return to the Knox report, I ask you, Mr. Speaker, does
this sound like Canada 1980? The following illustrates how the
Indian people of Canada are disadvantaged: 11,000 new
houses are needed to meet existing needs while current con-
struction barely meets new demands; 40 per cent of Indian
housing needs replacement or repair; and one family in three
lives in crowded conditions on reserves, usually in relatively
small houses in poor repair, resulting in unhealthy and unsafe
conditions. More than half of existing Indian housing lacks
safe water or proper waste disposal. The alternatives are
unprotected water supply and waste disposal that is a potential
source of pollution. Fires and fire deaths on reserves are six or
seven times higher than national levels.

Indian use of health services is two and a half times higher
than national levels. Disease, accidents and violence are four to
five times higher than national levels, with a considerable
proportion of those related to alcohol abuse. Mortality rates
are improving, but three times as many Indians die between
birth and middle age as do non-Indians. One-third of Indian
deaths result from accidents or violence. This is especially true
for young adults, among whom the number of suicides is
particularly high. Between 55 and 70 per cent of the Indian
population use social assistance. This is 22 times higher than
national levels. These are documented facts. And we, in
Canada, the fabled "Just Society" have not been willing so far
to supply the solutions.

As Canadians, how can we continue to pat ourselves on the
back to maintain such a holier-than-thou attitude while such
statistics occur in our own backyard? How can we continue to
pump money into foreign countries and not address such
horrendous problems in our own nation? In my view, it is
hypocrisy of the ultimate magnitude.

Even this report, from which I have just quoted, is, with all
due respect to its author, an example of the misguided
endeavours so typical of the Department of Indian Affairs and
Northern Development. This little gem, "Survey of Indian
Conditions" cost the department $246,940.26, almost a quar-
ter of a million dollars. But what is even more disturbing is
that $154,000 of it, or 62 per cent of the total cost of this
catalogue of chaos, went to so-called consultants. This means
to me that the Department of Indian Affairs is such a circus
that it is not even able to author a report dealing with the very
problems it works on day in and day out. What a sad case for
economy, efficiency and effectiveness.

Who were the consultants? Surely they must have been
some of Canada's foremost Indian leaders but, as far as I
know, no Indian people were among the consultants. The
consultants included W. Babcock, M. Giuliani, J. Nicholson,
and G. Cassidy. I do not recognize any Indian names among
those. If we are going to spend money on reports such as this
one, at least some of the hired consultants should be Indian
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people. Who know the problems better than those who have
faced them head on every day of their lives?

What we have here is a report, a rehash of well-known facts,
which has cost the taxpayer a quarter of a million dollars.
Worse still, it has deprived the needy of a quarter of a million
dollars.

I say the Indian people of Canada have been studied to
death. We have had report after report. All of them have
pointed out the failure of various programs which continue to
roll out of the department. We have had report after report on
how to correct the situation, rolling out of the offices of the
various organizations. It has become a game of report writing,
or who can turn out the highest pile. It is the battle of reports,
and I have a stack of them six feet high in my office. If anyone
does not believe me, they are welcome to come to my office
with a tape measure and measure them. Maybe all of this is
simply a diabolical plot to have the problem solved by the
department and to have the Indian people reading themselves
to death.

These issues are with us today. Why are we making such
slow progress in helping the Indian people of Canada solve the
problems we have imposed upon them? I think I am aware of a
few reasons for this. At the top of the list, and of paramount
importance in my view, you must have a federal government
willing to give the issue top priority. Have we seen this since
1968? I think not. This is borne out when you consider that the
department has had six ministers in a 1 2-year period, not
counting the nine months our party formed the government. I
have been told that it takes most men or women at least two
years to become familiar with and to get control of a ministry.
I should think that this would be especially so vis-à-vis the
ministry about which we are talking. If gambling were allowed
in this House, I would bet you $20, Mr. Speaker, that our
present minister is shuffled to a new post within six months.
The pattern is there, and it is well established.

Think what ramifications this must have upon the depart-
ment. It is not hard to see why this department is run by
bureaucrats. If you worked in a business, Mr. Speaker, which
had seven managers or bosses in 12 years, you would probably
begin to think that you knew more about what was going on
than any new manager. You and your fellows would begin to
make and implement policy simply for self-survival, if for no
other reason. Also, if you are so disposed, you would be able to
control the manager, or minister in this case, because he would
never be around long enough to know what was really going
on. In my opinion, this is what has happened in the Depart-
ment of Indian Affairs.

There are many examples of programs and policies initiated
through discussions between Indian leaders and well inten-
tioned ministers which have been scuttled by the bureaucrats
in the great teepee in Hull. Promise after promise made by the
minister is thus broken, leading to frustration, building rage in
those people who are supposed to be the benefactors.
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Another reason for the failure is the seeming inability of the
department to listen to and, what is more important, to hear
and digest what the Indian people are saying. A good example
of this has recently come to light, and that is the department's
plan for the 1980s. When the directional plan for the eighties
was unveiled to native groups, it was immediately denounced
as a return to the policy of assimilation that was the thrust of
the infamous 1969 white paper. The native protest against the
1980s plan was so overwhelming that the minister sent a telex
to the National Indian Brotherhood in which he said, referring
to the directional plan:
I think it should be made quite clear that this was sent out to senior personnel in
the Departnent of Indian Affairs as a discussion paper only.

However, in a letter dated the very same day as the telex,
October 3, 1980, an assistant deputy minister of Indian Affairs
told ail regional directors general that "we, as a department of
the government, are committed to ensuring that it-the direc-
tional plan-is effectively instituted".

I do not think that I have to amplify on this bit of nonsense.
The problem is self-evident. Judging from this evidence, you
can see who runs the department. It is certainly not the
minister.

A third situation is one I touched on briefly in my first
point, and that is the building of a bureaucracy. We now have
approximately 7,000 civil servants employed by the depart-
ment. When you look at the structure of the department it is
interesting to note that there are five assistant deputy minis-
ters, 13 directors general, 51 directors, and 20 regional direc-
tors. We are awash with directors. We could drown in a sea of
regional directors. My cup runneth over with directors general!

The amount of paper that goes through the system would
have to be measured in mega tons. In my own riding the
Indian band managers have become the most skilled of ail in
filling in forms and applications. I actually hear of cases where
town administrators have gone to band managers to get advice
on filling in complex government forms. This has reached a
ridiculous stage, but if you want to keep 7,000 people busy and
you desire to build layer upon layer of bureaucracy, then paper
shuffling is the order of the day.

A fourth reason for failure is the lack of authority of the
standing committec. Of course tbis could be said of most
committees on which we sit. In the case of our committee 1 get
the distinct impression that ail we are is simply a sounding
board. I have only been on the committee for one year, but
already we are secing the same delegations a second time,
hearing the same sad stories. We sit, we question, we listen,
but that is as far as it goes under the present system. We must
have some reform of the system as it now exists or it will
collapse, and so it should. We, as a committee, have about as
much influence on this government or on the department as a
gnat has on an elephant's posterior. This must be changed.

A fifth reason for failure is in the area of funding. Expendi-
ture on the Department of Indian Affairs and Northern De-
velopment as a percentage of the total government budget has

remained constant at 1.7 per cent since the 1970-71 fiscal
year. It has remained constant in spite of the fact that the
conditions are appalling. The conditions outlined in the Knox
report are not new. The Prime Minister has known about these
conditions; he admitted this on April 29 of this year. Yet the
department, which is supposed to help improve these condi-
tions, gets no increased aid in that endeavour.

Let me give a specific example of this government's priori-
ties. About a month ago I was sitting in this House when the
hon. member for Beauce (Mr. Lapointe) rose to praise the
budget. The hon. member proceeded to point out that the
"business acumen" of his constituents had netted them $419
million in Department of Regional Economic Expansion grants
since 1969, almost half a billion dollars.

I do not know if this is a display of business acumen or
government welfare. However, it is not for me to judge on
what basis, political or otherwise, the government disburses its
funds. But ]et me point this out. Beauce has a present popula-
tion of 74,759 people. There are about 300,000 status Indians
in Canada, or about four times the population of Beauce.
According to the Knox report, Indians have received annual
DREE grants ranging from $130,000 in 1972 to $3 million in
1978. That is for ail Indians in Canada. That does not
approach what Beauce, a single riding, has received, and with
one-quarter the population. I am sure that the Indian people
could display their business acumen also, given such funding. I
would like to thank the hon. member for Beauce for bringing
these figures to my attention, as well as to the attention of
Canadian Indians.

We often hear that Indian people do not have business
acumen, that they are not sharp. I wish to give an example of
something that happened to me. Last Friday I received a
telephone call asking whether we would distribute buttons,
such as the one I am wearing. I said we would be happy to do
that. Today I received a phone call asking for my cheque.
They are $2 each. Therefore, they are sharp.

But that is not the end of it, Mr. Speaker. The Liberal
government is not interested in making Indian bands independ-
ent and viable economic units. It appears to want them on
welfare, on the backs of taxpayers instead of as economic
assets to our country. This point is neatly illustrated by the
following figures. In 1976, the department spent $100 million
on social support; in other words, welfare, and in 1979 it spent
$150 million, a 50 per cent increase. In 1976 the department
spent $44 million on economic development and in 1979 it
spent $43 million, an actual decrease of about 2¼/ per cent.
Does this make sense? Does it make sense to increase handouts
50 per cent and at the same time reduce development funding?
I think not.

Then we have the issue of the mismanagement of funds. I
look forward to the tabling of the audit of native trust funds,
ordered over a year ago by this House. I am confident that we
will sec fresh horrors from the office of the Auditor General at
that time. We already know that the department bas lost some
of its records of these trust funds, and I can only imagine what
has happened since then. These are not even government funds
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we are talking about, these are native funds held in trust by
the government. As I said, I look forward to the audit which I
hope will clarify this murky area.

The list of cost overruns by the department on its projects is
also a nightmare. The list of overruns tabled by the President
of the Treasury Board (Mr. Johnston) this spring provides for
depressing reading. The department had 77 cost overruns,
some of up to 550 per cent. This is insulting and frightening
news for the taxpayer, Mr. Speaker. We have questions on this
on the order paper asking for specific details, and have yet to
receive the answers. I know I have been critical. It is the
easiest thing in the world to criticize, and that is my role as an
opposition member. However, it is only fair that I should be
called upon to offer some solutions.

Many people, including the highest officials, know what
these solutions are. Even the Prime Minister knows, and again
I quote him in his speech of April 29 at the all-chiefs confer-
ence. He said, "It is time for Indian bands to be given the
chance to govern themselves". This is the answer in a nutshell.
This is what Indian leaders have been telling minister after
minister for years on end. What must be understood is that
today we are dealing, in most cases, with a very sophisticated
segment of our population. Indian leaders and band managers
are perfectly capable of organizing their own affairs. Give
them the mandate and give them the funding, wind down the
department and dismantle the layers of bureaucracy. I am
positive that they can handle it. Naturally, there will be some
problems. However, a system could be put in place that allows
bands to opt in as they feel ready to accept the responsibility.
The dollars expended would then actually reach the level at
which they are so desperately required.

I know that many in the department feel this could be
achieved. There are many good and dedicated people in the
department, and to them I pay tribute. However, the problem
we have here is that we are asking bureaucrats to agree to
phase themselves out of their jobs. Such dedication is under-
standably difficult to find. This is where visionary and innova-
tive government policy, carried out by a strong and capable
minister, enters into the picture. Nothing will ever happen if
we continue the ministerial revolving door approach to this
entire shameful and disgraceful situation that now exists in our
country.

In closing, on behalf of the native people of Canada I appeal
to the minister, I appeal to this government to move rapidly in
the direction I have indicated.

0 (1730)

[Translation]
Mr. Ray Chénier (Parliamentary Secretary to Minister of

Indian Affairs and Northern Development): Mr. Speaker, I
merely wish to add a few details to the overview the minister
gave us of some of the amendments made to the Indian Act in
the last few years.

Indian Affairs
[En glish]

The process of Indian Act revision has been going on for
almost 20 years. The present Indian Act became law in 1951
and was last amended in 1956. It became apparent in the late
fifties that there were already deficiencies in the act, and a
report was tabled by a special joint committee of the Senate
and the House of Commons in 1961. In 1962, the cabinet of
the day decided to proceed with revisions to the Indian Act
and a motion to that effect was introduced into the House in
1963. Recognizing that there was a need to be better informed
about the conditions and the needs of the Indian people before
such comprehensive revisions were proceeded with, Professor
Hawthorne was commissioned to carry out a survey of the
situation of the Indian people of Canada. In 1966 his report
was released and recommendations on comprehensive revisions
to the Indian Act together with an elaborate plan for consulta-
tion with Indian representatives across the country were pre-
pared the following year in 1967. Following those consulta-
tions, the white paper on the Indian Act was introduced in
1969 but the principle that it proposed was soundly rejected by
the Indian people as being contrary to legislative needs that
they themselves envisaged.

After a number of exchanges of viewpoints in the 1970s,
including the presentation of the Indian Association of Alber-
ta's "red paper", the National Indian Brotherhood was formed
and undertook to come up with suggestions for the type of
revisions which they saw as being necessary from the Indian
point of view. On their behalf, the Indian Association of
Alberta prepared a submission to the government in 1974 but
it was unable to command unanimous support from the various
Indian groups. Consequently, the next year, the government
agreed to establish a joint National Indian Brotherhood-cabi-
net committee process to tackle the question. This joint com-
mittee, through its various working groups, examined a variety
of concerns, using as its base the principles spelled out in the
annual general assembly of the NIB in through the summer of
1975. These were: The Indian Act should be revised on a
phased basis; that is, that there should be no comprehensive
revision but that the revision should be tackled on a subject-
by-subject basis; that any revisions suggested should be made
optional so that individual bands could study the new revision
and each could make its own decision as to whether to adopt it
or reject it; and that there be an extensive consultation process
through which proposed revisions to the act would be made
fully known to the Indian people and could be fully discussed
by them.

At the same time, in 1976, the cabinet agreed to fund the
NIB and its member associations in order to enable them not
only to study recommendations which might be produced by
the joint committee but also, when it was considered desirable,
to come up with their own alternatives to any proposed legisla-
tion. The National Indian Brotherhood withdrew from this
process in April, 1978, feeling that although a measure of
agreement had been reached on some issues, there was never-
theless an over-all lack of progress in accepting their major
position on the question of Indian rights and how this issue
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should be deait with within any Indian Act revision. However,
the governmenl was stili urged by certain Indian groups to
continue with the process and at the same timc il decided to
continue funding the work of Indian associations in their
efforts to develop their own views on the nature of the required
revisions.

As a resuit, certain positions were put forward by the
minister to chiefs during 1978 and certain responses were
received from some associations in the period which followed.
Over ail, however, many bands and associations feit that fur-
ther consultation should be involved in the discussion of these
arrangements of Indian Act revision and the present minister
decided, at a meeting of ail the chiefs here in Ottawa last
May, that he would like to get a clearer understanding of their
viewpoints before proceeding further with this process.
Accordingly, during this past summer he met with Indian
groups across the country, from Vancouver to Truro, from
southern Alberta to Fort Good Hope in the Northwest Territo-
ries. It became clear from these meetings that there was still a
wide divergence of opinion on the whole question of legislation
affecting the Indian people. Some groups were opposed to any
changes in the present Indian Act until much more time had
been given to its study and the presentation of their couter-
proposais. The groups have already proposed certain progress
and substantial issues which they would like to sec adopted by
the goverfiment as revised Indian Act legislation. StilI, other
groups have insisted that while they are not opposed to
changes to the legislation they wish to sec some of their
essential concerns settled within the constitutional committees
before agreeing to any other legislative revisions.

At the same time, there are also bands and associations that
have urged action be taken now Io cither amend the present
act and its presenit provisions concerning Indian local govern-
ment, or, a!ternatively, to introduce separate enabling legisla-
tion which will meet these needs without necessarily disturbing
the remaining fabric of the presenit Indian Act. It is this latter
course of action which seems to be more appropriate at this
point in time.

There are nmany aspects of the presenit Indian Act which
severely inhibit the ability of Indian governments on reserves
to take adequate responsibility for their own social. economie.
political and cultural development. The legal status of the
present systemi of band counicils has been queried on a number
of occasions and the findings of the courts have consistently
been ambiguous in this matter. Thus the ability of band
counicils to bc considered as valid governing bodies in their own
right has flot encouraged the commitmenî of developmental
funds from other sectors of' the Canadian business communily
which is essential if the human and physical potential of
reserves is to bc fully developed.

Il is the minister's proposaI that enabling legisiation with
the objeet of reeognizing the legal status of Indian goverfi-
ments within the reserve communities should be introduccd
during the coming year. In keeping with the ongoing concernis
of the lndian people, this legislation would be optional in
nature and only bands wishing to do so need take advantage of

its provisions which would recognize the responsibility of
bands to be in full control of their own community planning
and development.

0 (1740)

In addition, tbis legisiation would flot propose to diminish
the minister's responsibility as it relates to the ultimate ques-
tions of protection of Indian lands and the status of Indian
people in their special relationship with other Canadians. It
would, however, remove many of the barriers which the
present Indian Act imposes across the chosen road to self-dis-
covery and self-reliance. It would eliminate the sense of depen-
dency and patcrnalism which is epitomized in many of the
provisions of the presenit act. With the introduction of this
legislation the previously agreed principles of full consultation
would still continue. It would be proposed that a parliamentary
commitîee travel across the country to meet with Indian bands
and associations 10 gain their first-hand reactions to the pro-
posed legislation. It would be the intention of the government
to listen carefully to the recommendations made by that
committee and 10 îry 10 ensure that the final form of any
legislation would mccl, in as many ways as possible, the
expressed needs of bands whieh would prefer 10 be responsible
for the developmenî of their own communities under ils provi-
sions rather than those of' the present Indian Act.

[Translation]
Mr. Speaker, the legislation we are proposing will certainly

draw the day closer when the autonorny of Indian reserves and
bands will bc recogni7ed throughout the land. The recommen-
dations we will implement as we pursue our course in coming
mionths were submitted t0 the previous government which, at
the limne, chose 10 ignore themn. To my mind, the negative
eriticisrn of hon. niembers for Wetaskiwin (Mr. Schellenberg-
er) and Cariboo-Chilcotin (M4r. Greenaway) are somewhat
ridiculous, considering the fact that during the nine months
their governmenl was in power they showed very litîle concern
for the problemns of the Indians of Canada.

[En glish]

Mr. I.nrne N4cCuish (Prince George-Bulkley Valley): M4r.
Speaker, for decades the government seems 10 have recogni7ed
the need for adecquate native housing and for health programs,
but it has really only recognized the îip of the iceberg.

1 believe wc have 10 go back a long lime t0 find out jusI
what did happen t0 the native people in Canada. We have t0
go back 10 the lime of' Columbus. We came 10 North America
and took North Amierica. It was populated by native r-ople,
and we felt we could just convince them that they should corne
int our lite-stream a nd ad opi our life-sîx le. Beca use of' t he
independence and pride these people fell, they could not accept
the way we conducted ourselves. They could not accept the
mianner in which we lived. Because of that we decided 10 put
them mbt specifie areas and build fences around themn. We left
them there, possibly hoping that thev would go away. Weil,
they have not gone away, nor have their spirit of independence,
their pride and their culture. The only things about the Indian
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which have gone away are the rights which are his and which
for decades and generations we have chosen to ignore.

I have in my hand a confession of failure. It is a survey put
out by the Department of Indian Affairs and Northern De-
velopment entitled "Indian Conditions". Because my great
concern is about Indian housing and health, I was appalled by
what is contained in this book and by the facts to which the
Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development
admits. Statistics prove that the department has failed dismal-
ly to give Indian people in Canada any semblance of human
dignity.

With respect to present housing needs, the number of units
needed has risen from 6,000 in 1966 to 11,000 in 1977. In
1970 the then minister of Indian affairs and northern develop-
ment, the Hon. Ron Basford, made the commitment that he
would provide housing for Indian people which, in a period of
ten years, would provide them ail with adequate living accom-
modations. He asked for 54,000 housing units over that period
of time, and only slightly over 3,000 have been provided by
him and his government over that period of time. There was a
promise of 54,000 and an accomplishment of 3,000, which I
feel is not only appalling but also a real offence.

The book is fraught with comparisons with respect to what
Indian people are expected to put up with and what the rest of
the Canadian population demands and receives. I have spent
sufficient time in municipal affairs to know the demands
imposed upon municipalities by provincial governments and
imposed by the municipalities on people building homes. Yet
we find that less than 55 per cent of Indian homes have
running water. Less than 45 per cent have sewage disposal.
Fire deaths per 100,000 population number 28 among the
Indian population compared with four in the rest of Canada.
With respect to fire protection, only on 15 per cent of reserves
is there any semblance of fire protection. There is incredible
and intolerable overcrowding in inadequate Indian homes.
These people do not have a chance if fire breaks out in their
homes. There are seven times the number of fire deaths in one
segment of our population than in the rest. This segment of
our population is being shabbily treated and put down for a
long period of time. These are the original people of this
continent, and even with ail the years behind us we have gone
only downward in our efforts to establish them as a nation in
their own right. They should be given more opportunities than
those of us in the rest of Canada, but we are giving them far
fewer.

It is a little known fact that in terms of people per square
mile the most densely populated area in the entire world is the
west end of downtown Vancouver. By any standard that would
be considered a ghetto, notwithstanding the fact that that
ghetto is made up of high-rise buildings of recent construction.
These buildings are most certainly provided with aIl the facili-
ties which are demanded with respect to health and living
conditions. However, on the basis of people within a room let
me give the House another grizzly statistic. In the west end of
downtown Vancouver there are 1.2 people to a room. In the
Fort Babine reserve in central British Columbia there are 3.8
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people to a room. If we compare what our governments have
called Indian housing with what we find in a high rise rein-
forced concrete building with ail the facilities, and if the west
end of downtown Vancouver is a ghetto, what in hell shall we
call the housing found on reserves?

a (1750)

That is precisely what it is; it is hel. I have seen them and I
walked away ashamed. The cost of operating the Department
of Indian Affairs and Northern Development has been men-
tioned by my colleagues. Indian people are being provided with
money from the taxpayers, but that money has been laundered
so much that the Indian people in the end get very little of
what the taxpayer is giving. One hon. member in my party
made a reference to this, but it was challenged by the minister.
According to the information which I have taken from the
estimates, the Indian and Inuit affairs program operating
expenditures, such as authority for the minister to enter into
agreements, amount to $289,069,000. Capital expenditures,
such as expenditures on buildings, works, land and equipment,
construction and acquisition of houses for Indians, amount to
567,455,000. The total expenditures of the department amount
to $809 million. When we find that the cost of operating the
department is six times the amount provided to the Indian
people for housing, we must come to the conclusion that those
disgraceful figures speak for themselves.

No one can deny that our Indian people have suffered
through the decades from degradation and deprivation. What
a shame it is that they are also being fractionalized now by the
politicians and are made the victims of regional disparities and
regional pork-barrelling. It appals me that the Indians doubt
and mistrust each other, that they look askance at each other.

If I may, Mr. Speaker, I should like to quote some govern-
ment figures again. For example, the province of British
Columbia has the second largest native population in Canada,
yet, British Columbia receives the smallest amount of funds
from the federal government for native services and programs
on a per capita basis. In British Columbia, the individual
Indian receives $191.61 a year per capital project as compared
with his brother in Quebec who receives $2,198. British
Columbia Indians get only 8.72 per cent of what Quebec
Indians receive from the department. Quebec Indians receive
more than twice the funding per capita that Indians in the
province of Saskatchewan receive. It is bad enough that the
politicians direct officiais of the department in the disburse-
ment of funding to assist native people. No one can deny that
it is impossible to do a worse job managing the affairs of the
Indians that has been done by the federal government. I am
not putting the blame on the hard-working officiais of the
department nor am I blaming any of the ministers who have
been in charge of that department. I put the blame on the
Canadian people and their governments which, over the
decades, have given no consideration to the rights and needs of
the native people. That is why I listen very carefully when I
heard my Indian friends talk about Indian government. The
money which is being spent on administration is shockingi,
disproportionate to what eventually seeps down to the native
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population, and even that is spent unjustly because favouritism
is being shown, and favouritism originates with the politicians,
not with the department. The one who suffers from it is the
native Indian. There is no way in which we can provide his
family with the facilities that are being made available.

I recall receiving a report on conditions in other parts of the
world. Part of the report stated the following:
Anyone drinking this water unboiled breaks out with rashes, pimples and sores,
especially around the eyes, cars, nose and mouth, but his digestive system also
becomes infected with diarrhoea, nausea and worns.

I am not speaking here of central Africa, I am speaking of
central British Columbia. I raised this point in the Thirty-first
Parliament with Mr. Ivan Head, chairman of the International
Development Research Centre. Mr. Head responded in the
following way:
- our statute states that IDRC's jurisdiction shall be working in the developing
regions of the wNorld. By ny definition, there are regions of Canada that qualify.
I would like very much, and hopefully with- and it will have to be with-the full
support of the Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development, to try
out some of our techniques with the native people of Canada.

He went on to say in part:
I will insist that we do this with the use of native persons themselves. I w ill not

hire consultants to go and do the work for them. It must be done in the way that
we have found successful abroad.

There are two points there, the most glaring one being that a
responsible person heading a federal agency recognizes that
part of our population is as primitive, filthy and deprived as
any in central Africa. The second is that facilities are available
within the federal government's structure, use of which could
be made by the Department of Indian Affairs and Northern
Development but which the department has not chosen to use.

I sec that my time has expired, Mr. Speaker. I only urge
that the House give consideration to the motion.

The Acting Speaker (Mr. Blaker): It being six o'clock, I do
now leave the chair until eight o'clock this evening.

At six o'clock the House took recess.

AFTER RECESS

The House resumed at 8 p.m.

Mr. Dave Dingwall (Cape Breton-East Richmond): Mr.
Speaker, in rising to speak tonight I must say that I appreciate
the opportunity to address myself to the issues raised in the
opposition motion. It gives members of Parliament an opportu-
nity to discuss the contents of the motion and perhaps to
address themselves to some of its substantive parts. Perhaps
one could query the sincerity of the motion inasmuch as the
opposition benches are practically vacant this evening.

Mr. Clark: But filled with distinction.

Mr. Dingwall: Notwithstanding that, the aspect of the
motion to which I should like to refer is that respecting
education. Education has been recognized by the Government

of Canada and Indians for some time as essential to reduce
dependence and increase self-reliance.

Basically the concern of Indians and the government has
been twofold: to ensure increased Indian educational achieve-
ment, and as a means of accomplishing this, to provide for
increased Indian control of Indian education. In relation to the
second issue, the principle of Indian control of Indian educa-
tion has been an objective of Indians and the department since
the early seventies. The object of this policy is not simply to
transfer to Indian control the direct administration of schools,
but to assure that the curriculum and the method of teaching
is adapted to Indian needs in a way which will assist Indians in
meeting the challenges they will find in the day to day world.

Obviously this is a difficult challenge since Indians must
gain their education not only on reserves, but in provincial
schools and indeed in post-secondary institutions such as uni-
versities and colleges. The first step has been at the band level
and has involved the development of support to band education
committees which could assume responsibility in the first
instance for planning educational activity, and in the second
instance, engaging provincial systems to ensure that they
provide for the needs of Indian students.

At the moment this policy has reached a critical stage. Now
only about 8 per cent of Indian students are in Indian-con-
trolled schools, although about one-third of the education
budget, or approximately $90 million, is controlled by Indian
bands. During the next three years the department, in co-oper-
ation with Indian bands, will attempt to accomplish two
things: first, to transfer approximately 50 per cent of Indian
education staff now employed by the department to band
control, and second, to review and revise joint school agree-
ments with local school boards to provide education to Indian
children. Therefore, by the end of the next two to three years
Indians will have achieved a comprehensive degree of influence
in the education system as a result of this progressively
evolving joint policy of Indians and government.

Another indication of the increasing Indian orientation of
the education system is the fact that of the 1,800 teachers
employed by the department, approximately 500 are native
people, 400 have proficiency in native languages and 600 have
special training in cross-cultural education. But Indian control
must be accompanied by increased participation and quality in
order to accomplish the goal of reduced dependence and
increased self-reliance. Some of the indicators in this include
the fact that the proportion of Indian children enrolled in
elementary schools is comparable to national levels; secondary
enrollment has more than doubled since 1965 and university
enrollment has increased tenfold since 1970.

( (2010)

Mr. Speaker, we readily acknowledge that this performance
is not yet satisfactory, although it is particularly heartening to
see the increased involvement of Indians, particularly in the
post-secondary institutions and the various professional fields.
We believe strongly, however, that the key to increased effec-
tiveness and quality in education is Indian participation in
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management and planning. Experience has shown in schools in
Quebec, in Fort Alexander, Manitoba, and in the Indian
Federated College and the Indian Community College in
Saskatchewan that Indian control leads to an increase in
quality, participation and, above all, a sense of pride.

Indeed, Indians are justifiably proud of these accomplish-
ments since these are the initiatives not of governments but of
themselves. For our part the government will continue to
support Indian initiatives as we have done in the past. We have
done this by providing funding-education accounts for more
than one-third of the department's budget. We have done this
by providing a special education framework through depart-
mental and band-administered schools. This has been done in
the past by our support of Indians in reaching new and revised
agreements with provinces and local school boards which meet
Indian priorities. It has been done by assisting in the develop-
ment of Indian-oriented curricula and through cultural sup-
port to Indian cultural education centres. It has been donc by
providing special tuition and living allowances for Indians in
post-secondary education.

Mr. Speaker, what I have said answers in part in a very real
way the motion now before the House, one which in no way
deals with what is actually happening in the field as it relates
to Indians and the services available to them. Mr. Speaker, the
fact that Indians are taking the initiative within this frame-
work confirms to me, and I believe to themselves and all
members of this Parliament, that Indian pride and self-reli-
ance is well established and growing with each passing year.

Right Hon. Joe Clark (Leader of the Opposition): Mr.
Speaker, I have always been proud to number among my
constituents, in the two constituencies I have represented in
this House of Commons, citizens of both status native back-
ground and Métis background. I am pleased my colleague
from Wetaskiwin (Mr. Schellenberger) has introduced this
motion. It has allowed us to recognize today that in an age and
in a country of increasing affluence, and at a time when the air
is rife with talk of rights, the basic ability to live of our first
citizens has been marked by a movement backwards-not by a
movement forward.

The figures are stark, they are known and are shocking to
all of us who have followed Indian affairs. The life expectancy
of native people in Canada is, on average, about ten years less
than that of other Canadians. That is a figure which is worse
than the figure of ten years ago. We are not moving forward,
we are moving backward. Pre-natal and infant mortality is 60
per cent higher among native people than the national average.
Again, this is a situation which has not improved over the last
nine years. Among the native people the suicide rate is three
times the national average. The rate of violent death is also
three times the national average. In terms of unemployment,
chronically, the figures run to 20 per cent or 30 per cent; at
certain places at certain periods of time the figures for unem-
ployment among native people run in excess of 80 per cent. In
1960, 20 years ago, 10 per cent of native housing units were in
need of major repairs. By 1977, 24 per cent of native housing
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units were in need of major repairs. Fire deaths are about
seven times the national average.

I was interested to hear the hon. member speak about
post-secondary schooling. The fact is that the proportion of
Indian children aged 14 to 18 in school has been continually
declining, since 1973 to a point at which almost 50 per cent of
the Indian children in that age group are no longer in school.
That is a dismal and frightening fact. Pre-vocational training
attendance is down from 3,400 in 1973 to 1,000 in 1979. Those
facts, sir, are all the more damning for this Parliament since
the status natives of Canada are the one group of people whom
the federal division of powers least affects by statute, treaty
and tradition. They are citizens for whom the Government of
Canada is particularly responsible. Their education, welfare
and rights are indisputably federal responsibilities.

There have been instances when those responsibilities have
been shamefully betrayed by their guardians in the Govern-
ment of Canada, as the native people of James Bay were
betrayed when the Liberal government gave only the most
limited support in a crucial conflict where Ottawa had abso-
lute and unlimited responsibility. But the deeper condemnation
is that at a time when the federal government is trying to
extend its powers into fields occupied previously by the prov-
inces and the private sector, the health and the dignity as well
as the rights of these people for whom the federal government
is now responsible have deteriorated steadily and disgracefully.

Mr. Speaker, I say to you that if the Prime Minister of
Canada (Mr. Trudeau) had given the cause of native Indians
one-quarter the priority he has given his own personal prefer-
ences for constitutional change we would have made more
progress as a nation against the shameful spectacle of Indian
poverty, suicide, infant mortality and the indignity which has
become a part of life for the original citizens of this nation. I
specify the Prime Minister because he is the head of the
government and his priorities prevail.

But the condemnation, sir, extends to all of us in this House.
Most of us have been too ready to allow other priorities to
intrude. We have been too ready to turn our eyes away from
the problems that the system of dependency on others has
incubated among the native people of our land. No realistic
thinking person will pretend that these problems are easy to
resolve. Those of us who are experienced in this area are more
aware of their complexity and difficulty. Those problems
began with bad decisions more than a century ago. The reserve
system has steadily drained status Indians of initiative and
dignity. But the native people themselves have begun to
reverse that trend. They have begun to take steps, some of
them halting and some of them very dramatic. These steps will
enable them to regain their pride and regain their place in
Canada. For their pains and the work they have done they
have been excluded from the decision about their constitution.
They have been confronted with both paternalism and
prejudice.

I want to speak tonight about paternalism because it is
within the direct responsibility and control of this Parliament.
I have particular cause to know that we have excellent people
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serving Canada in the Departnent of Indian Affairs and
Northern Development, as we have in the rest of the public
service. But federal bureaucrats will always be tempted to
think they can make better decisions than the natives can.
Occasionally they will be right, but usually they will be wrong.
There is no department in the Government of Canada where
the temptation to run others' lives is stronger and there is no
department where the consequences of succumbing to that
temptation are more ruinous for the people involved. When my
colleague, the hon. member for Provencher (Mr. Epp), who is
now sitting on the constitutional committce, was the minister
for Indian affairs we began to implement a deliberate decision
to change the direction and orientation of Indian affairs policy
across this country, to move more responsibility to the band
councils themselves so that native people could grow in respon-
sibility by exercising responsibility. We recognize that the
most legitimate organization in the Indian community is the
band council. It is a council which is elected by and responsible
to the Indian people themselves. We tried to build up the force,
the influence, the role, the independence and the autonomy of
those band councils. I draw attention to that policy, Mr.
Speaker, only because il appears to have been abandoned and
replaced by new forms of paternalism.

Under the policy announced by the hon. member for Pro-
vencher, when he was the minister, the department would
increasingly move back to an advisory role. This new approach
would help Indian people carry out the programs that they
propose. It would not tel] them what to do and control their
lives by controlling the purse strings. Three major reforms
were announced and were in the process of implementation by
the government which it was my honour to lead. First, we
made it clear that band councils would be given the power to
control their own social and economic development. They
would no longer be told so rigorously what to do by the people
in Ottawa or elsewhere. Second, a process was being estab-
lished so that planning and development of programs would
begin at the local level. It would start with the band council
and not be forced down upon the band council by someone
with less knowledge but more authority.

e (2020)

Third, the Indian affairs department would move gradually
away from ils administrative role and, instead, would provide
resources to assist programs begun by the band councils.
Regrettably, this new approach which would have broken the
cycle of paternalism appears to have been abandoned by the
Liberal government. That is a betrayal of the people whose
interests that department is supposed to serve.

Whereas self-management and the exercise of responsibili-
tics at the local level were characteristic of our approach to the
programs of the department, full consultation and participa-
tion was the basis of our approach to constitutional renewal
and the role of native people. As prime minister I met with
Indian leaders to present our government's view that Indian
representatives would participate fully in all deliberations of
the consultative committee of ministers on the constitution

where there was a clear Indian interest or where the result of
such discussions could affect Indian people significantly.

Indian, Inuit and Metis leaders would be called upon to
participate in the development of the agendas for first minis-
ters' conferences. We explicitly stated our hope they would
join at some very near time with first ininisters in the discus-
sion of specific issues. Similarlv, last August my party suggest-
ed that if the first ministers' conference of September broke
down, as in the event it did, a constituent assembly be formed
to deal with constitutional renewal. In the event of such an
occurrence we made specific provision that native spokesmen
be included in addition to members of Parliament and mem-
bers of provincial legislatures and territorial councils. The
president of the National Indian Brotherhood responded to
this suggestion stating that il was a very, very attractive
progressive proposal.

This record of consultation and participation contrasts
sharply with the dramatic events in this city this past week-a
constitutional process which, only at the last minute, under
duress, allowed for Indian presentations before the special
committee on the constitution, a process in which the Prime
Minister has refused to meet with the Indian leadership to
discuss his constitutional proposals, a process which has so
angered and so alienated the Indian people that they have felt
compelled to go to the parliament of another country, the
parliament of Great Britain, to present their case.

Indian rights and Indian concerns should be debated here in
the Canadian Parliament. The Constitution of Canada should
be decided here in this country by the people and representa-
tives of this country, and in a way in which all the people of
this country can be heard. I raise the constitutional matter
because the conditions of poverty and of suffering which we all
know to be too real a part of Indian life in this country are
linked inextricably to the constitution. While the problems are
specific--alcoholism, unemployment, school drop-outs, prosti-
tution, to mention a few-the matter at base comes back to
human dignity.

When a community has so essential a sense of the dignity of
a people, that is why the constitutional questions which draw
native people here from across this country are so central to
the human, social, and economic problems which have been
discussed throughout this day. The Indian, Inuit and Metis
people of Canada regard themselves as being part of a commu-
nity, with community or tribal rights as well as individual
rights. These people cannot be taken out of their history.

Their history rolls out of their imagery, it rolls out of their
language and out of their connection with the land which was
once theirs alone. To most of us whose ancestors came after
the aboriginal peoples, a constitution is a document of conveni-
ence, a way of ordering our lives. To the Indian and Inuit
people, the Indian Act and the treaties are the only guarantees
of their survival against a majority culture which, by threat of
arms or guile of argument, took their lands and their livelihood
and, inexorably, took their dignity. What they have left as a
people is memory and legal claims and status which they feel
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are menaced by this constitutional approach. And now, happi-
ly, a growing pride and a growing sense of purpose.

I make the point that their documents are more important to
them than our constitution is to us. If we say that their rights
can wait while language rights are addressed, we are saying
that guarantees which are sacred to them are secondary to us.
Naturally, for the Parliament of Canada to say this will only
breed anger and resentment. But, more dangerous still, that
approach could destroy the growing sense of pride which is the
only way this original Canadian people can find the will to
work its own way back from the despair which causes indo-
lence, alcoholism, prostitution and those shocking facts of
infant mortality.

I am no romantic about Indian affairs. The mythical days of
Crowfoot and the other ancient chiefs are long gone, together
with other myths. But a people remain; a people as innately
strong as any other, a people who once owned this continent
and managed it well, a people who, like any other, can lift
themselves up only if they start with dignity. In his days Chief
Crowfoot commanded the plains and foothills where my father
and I were born. When I was young and growing up, the
people of Crowfoot had fallen from the pride which he symbol-
ized. But in these last two decades, that has changed and the
pride and strength that ruled a continent is becoming evident
once more. If we worry about young people dying, about
unemployment rates that can sometimes be in excess of 80 per
cent, and if we want to reverse the shameful legacy of the
reserve system then we must encourage that pride and that
strength where we find it. We must encourage local native
leaders to lead. That is why the tool of economic development
exercised with local autonomy is so important, and that is why
the rights, the source of identity and dignity of our original
people cannot be treated by the Parliament of Canada as
something secondary.

In our judgment, particular programs in the Department of
Indian Affairs are wrong because they have turned away from
the idea, the ethic, that decisions are more effectively taken
when they are taken by band councils with local knowledge
and local responsibility. But what is most wrong is that the
priority we have given the Indian and Inuit people, who are the
special responsibility of this Parliament of Canada, is too low.
Their standing, in our view, their place in the work that we
undertake, the priority which we assign them, is wrong. This
must change if we are to accept our responsibilities as a
Parliament to the native people of Canada for whom we are
the only and ultimate guardians and spokesmen.

Mr. Doug Frith (Parliamentary Secretary to Minister of
National Health and Welfare): Mr. Speaker, before I go
further I would like to comment on some of the remarks made
by the Right Hon. Leader of the Opposition (Mr. Clark). The
Leader of the Opposition made the allegation in his remarks
that this government has changed its view of how it wishes to
treat the evolution of the native peoples. I will make clear in
my speech that that is not the case. I will point out that
regardless of which party has occupied this side of the House
our record with respect to the treatment of native people,
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whether it be with regard to the delivery of health care or with
regard to social economic policies, leaves many things to be
desired.

e (2030)

Despite all of the dollars we have allocated to many of the
problems discussed by members of this House, it must be
acknowledged that one cannot, simply by the use of dollars,
alleviate the situation which exists for far too great a percent-
age of the native peoples of this country. I think everyone will
agree that the presence of the elders, the chiefs and representa-
tives of the Indian people in Ottawa this week make the
subject of Indian affairs an appropriate and a timely topic for
debate this evening. That speaks for itself.

The health of the Indian people was made a responsibility of
the Department of National Health and Welfare in Novem-
ber, 1945. By order in council, the Indian health services
division was transferred to the Department of Health and
Welfare from the then department of mines and resources. It
is important to note that only the health services were trans-
ferred. All other services for Indians, including land, housing,
education and welfare, and even what is referred to as hygiene
and sanitation, remain with the Indian affairs branch.

This is an important point because responsibility for the
provision of many of the services which govern health-l am
referring to such things as adequate housing, sewage disposal
and safe drinking water-rests with another branch of the
government rather than with the ministry responsible for the
health of the Indian people.

In 1945, it was estimated that there were only about
125,000 registered Indians in Canada. By 1967 the Indian
population had almost doubled. Today their numbers are
almost 310,000.

The health of the Indian, and, I may add, of the Inuit
people, has always been a focus of concern for this department.
When the Department of National Health and Welfare took
over Indian health services, Canada's original people were
riddled with tuberculosis. Even as early as 1880, reports from
Indian agents listed the disease as the major cause of death
among prairie Indians. In 1897, for example, the death rate
from tuberculosis among one tribe of Indians was reported at
54 per 1,000.

In 1945, when the department took over Indian health
services, the Indian tuberculosis rate was over 12 times the
national rate and there were 990 Indians in hospital with
active tuberculosis. While tuberculosis is still a matter of
concern today, the rate for new and reactivated cases is only
slightly more than 100 per 100,000 population. While federal
health authorities cannot relax their vigilance over tuberculo-
sis, new patterns of mortality and morbidity have emerged that
are of far greater concern, not only to the department and the
government, but to most Canadians as well.

Despite the improvements that have taken place in the
health of Indians since 1945, death rates for Indians in all age
groups are two to four times the national average. For exam-
ple, despite considerable improvement, the death rate for
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Indian infants in 1978 was over 76 per 1,000, or twice the
national rate. Mortality in the one to four age group is over
three times the national rate, as is mortality in the 20 to 44 age
group. That statistic is simply not acceptable to anyone who
happens to represent the people of Canada in this House.

Over one-third of Indian deaths are due to accidental
causes, many of which are preventable and should not occur.
In the past decade, trends in Indian mortality and morbidity
have shown marked improvements, particularly in the areas of
infectious and respiratory disease. But, with the exception of
heart disease and cancer, rates exceed those for the general
population. One of the main reasons for the lower health status
of Canada's Indian people is the harsh social and economic
environment in which the majority of Indian people live.
Although living conditions on Indian reserves have improved
dramatically over the past 20 years, the fact remains that
Indian social and economic development have not kept pace
with the growth of the population.

In 1977, the Indian affairs branch estimated there was a
backlog of 11,000 housing units on Indian reserves, and that to
eliminate this backlog and to meet the demand for housing
resulting from normal population growth, the current rate of
construction would have to be doubled for the next five years.

The majority of Canadians take sewage and waste disposal
and a safe and abundant supply of water for granted. Over 95
per cent of households in Canada enjoy these services. Never-
thcless, only about half the houses for Indian people are
equipped with running water and toilet facilities.

A great deal of catching up must take place in the effort to
improve the physical environment on the reserve. As this
comes about, there will be some improvement in the health of
the Indian people, but the gains will not be dramatic until the
Indian socioeconomic situation improves.

Social conditions on many Indian reserves are a major
concern of the government and the Indian people. Direct
evidence of this can be found in the appallingly high rates of
suicide which have reached almost epidemic proportions
among the 15 to 24 age group. Suicide accounts for almost 35
per cent of the violent deaths. Let me repeat that statistic; it
accounts for almost 35 per cent of the violent deaths among
young people, and for over 20 per cent of such deaths in the 25
to 34 age group.

The alcohol and drug abuse situation among the Indian
people is another major contributing factor to the low level of
physical and mental health experienced in many Indian com-
munities. Health and Welfare estimates that over half of
Indian sickness and death is alcohol related. It is estimated
that hospital admissions for Indian people related to alcohol
problems are five times the national average, and the rate for
Indians living on the reserve is over twice as high as that for
Indians living off the reserve.

I could continue this litany of health problems faced by the
Indian people, but I think the figures I have quoted suffice to
show the magnitude of the problem and the concern that this

government, and indeed all Canadians, feel for the circum-
stances surrounding the life of our native people.

I would like now to review the growth of resources which the
federal government has made available for Indian health
services in the past decade. These figures are for Indians living
in the provinces; they do not include the resources spent on
health services provided by the federal government for all
residents of the Yukon and Northwest Territories.

In the 1970-1971 fiscal year, Indian health services
employed 1,588 people in the delivery of health services to the
Indian people living in the provinces. Today, Indian health
services employ 2,116 people and contract, in addition, for the
services of a further 755 Indian and Inuit people through
contribution agreements. Operating expenditures which were
$29.8 million in 1970 to 1971 increased to over $96.1 million
in 1979 to 1980. During the decade, the health and welfare
department has expended over $45.4 million on capital
projects. It now runs 15 hospitals 95 nursing stations and
numerous other services. Nevertheless, as I pointed out at the
beginning of my remarks this evening, that despite all the
dollars spent on delivery of a health care system to the native
people in this country, despite massive increases in this arca,
our success rate is far from what I think should have been
accomplished in the past decade.

A new health policy was implemented for the Indian people.
I return to this topic because the Right Hon. Leader of the
Opposition (Mr. Clark) mentioned it in his speech this
evening. The hon. member for Provencher (Mr. Epp) institut-
cd this policy, so we cannot accept responsibility for it. How-
ever, we decided to support the intitiatives which commenced
under the jurisdiction of the hon. member. I think it is well
known that on this side of the House we have allowed native
peoples in local councils, whether in the delivery of the health
care system or in the beginning of an education system for
their young, to have a say in recommending where federal
expenditures should occur, thereby alleviating the system
which exists now and is almost a self-perpetuating problem. I
hope that at some point we will allow the system to expand so
that native peoples can have their own say respecting federal
expenditures.

The implications of this policy with respect to delivery of
health care are, perhaps, greater than the authors of the policy
first realized. I will now outline one of the problems we
encountered in 1979-1980.

a (2040)

For example, expenditures on health services, such as
glasses, dental care, drugs and medical transportation, which
are not covered by provincial medicare plans, have skyrocketed
and have reached the point at which over 66 per cent of the
operating budget, excluding salaries, was expended on non-
insured health benefits in the 1979-80 fiscal year. In dollar
terms, the cost of these benefits has increased from $28 million
in 1978-79 to an estimated $41 million in this fiscal year. As
Indian health services is not a statutory program, the increase
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in uninsured costs is putting an enormous squeeze on the funds
budgeted for Indian health programs.

The feature of the Indian health policy that we believe has
the greatest potential for bringing about improvements to
health relates to the federal government's willingness-and the
Leader of the Opposition mentioned this-to transfer responsi-
bility for local health care services from the department to the
Indian community. Already, a number of transfers have taken
place and more are in the planning stage.

For example, in Saskatchewan, the Battlefords Indian
health centre is gradually taking over responsibility for health
services to nine Indian reserves. In the Pacific northwest, the
Nishga tribal council is being funded by the department to
plan the establishment of a local health board for the Nass
Valley that will run the local health services for both Indian
and non-Indian residents. It is interesting to note that the
Nishga tribal council has already taken over the school board,
and we are confident that they will do a great job running
their own local health care delivery system.

There is an important aspect of the Indian health policy that
I wish to call to your attention. The policy is careful to state
that the health needs of the Indian people are met through
services provided by the federal government, by the provincial
and territorial medicare and hospitalization systems and by the
local community. Health services to the Indian people are,
therefore, a partnership between the three levels of govern-
ment, each of which has a specific role and responsibility for
the provision of clinical and preventive health services. This is
an important point and I wish to stress that this government
does not wish to set up a parallel system of health care of the
Indian people which would exclude the full participation of the
provincial and private sectors in the delivery of services.

One question, I am sure, is foremost in the minds of hon.
members in this House. It is: what is the prognosis for the
health of the Indian people in the future? I would like to be
able to answer this question optimistically, but there are a
number of variables which make it difficult to do so this
evenng.

On the positive side, greater Indian involvement in health, as
part of the federal policy of transferring responsibility to
Indian local government, offers considerable promise. Also,
Indian people have become more acutely aware of their health
needs and responsibilities. On the other hand, the socioeco-
nomic situation of the Indian people leaves a lot to be desired,
and one can foresee economic development difficulties in the
future, especially on the more isolated Indian reserves.

As long as opportunities for employment are limited to the
provision of community services, unemployment on reserves
will remain at between 60 per cent to 70 per cent of the work
force. Only when there are natural resources in the area, such
as fish, lumber or minerals, can an isolated Indian community
expect to reach full employment. Nevertheless, the potential
for economic development must continue to be exploited and
new sources of jobs must be created.

As long as present harsh socioeconomic conditions persist on
Indian reserves, it is difficult to see any major reductions in
socially-induced mortality and morbidity.

Although the federal government is spending over $7 million
per annum on alcohol abuse programs, it is sad to say that
there is little tangible evidence that alcohol-related deaths and
sickness are being reduced.

In 1978-79, the Department of Indian Affairs and Northern
Development spent 43 per cent of federal expenditures for
social services on social assistance, most of which went on
direct payment of social welfare assistance. Almost 8 per cent
of Indian children are in child care. It is not so much the
percentage that should say something to the Canadian people,
it is the fact that when we talk about the number of native
children in child care, it is almost five times the national rate.
The number of adoptions of Indian children has increased
fivefold since 1962, with an increasing proportion of adoptions
to non-Indian parents.

The Indian people have suffered over 200 years of depen-
dency. A major task of the federal government is to help the
Indian people break away from this dependent state, and this
is the thrust that the federal government is following in its
relations with Indian leaders. The light at the end of the tunnel
is community self-government, with the Indian people accept-
ing responsibility for the programs and services which are
currently being provided directly by the federal government.

Self-government, within the broad framework of Canadian
society, and the development of greater economic opportunity
is surely the key to the social and cultural survival of the
Indian people. This will require increased expenditures for
individual and community development, for housing and ser-
vices, and for economic development. Ways have to be found
to make Indian communities sufficient in employment oppor-
tunities so that the young people can stay in their communities
and not have to migrate to alien Canadian cities, looking for
work.

Canadians have an enormous obligation to the original
people who inhabited this continent thousands of years before
the first white man arrived. The task of all of us is to assist
them to establish their place in society where they can feel that
their culture and their social and economic development is
secure. This places an enormous responsibility, not only on the
Indian people, but also on all other Canadians. It will take
patience, resources and good will, but if we and the Indian
people are determined, we can all look forward to a brighter
future.

I say this in a meaningful way. If we look realistically at the
future, we realize that despite the enormous amount of
resources we are going to devote to dealing with the problems
of native people and despite the fact it will take a number of
years to occur, we hope that at some point non-Indian people
in Canada, will be striving to achieve a level of health and
well-being equal to that of the Indian people, rather than the
other way around, where they are continually trying to play
catch-up with the delivery of health care in the social system
we have developed for other Canadians.
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Mr. Knowles: ivIr. Speaker, I rise on a point of order. My
purpose in doing so is to thank the representatives of the other
parties for agreeing to our request that instead of our having
one more speaker tonight for 20 minutes, we will be given two
with ten minutes each and ten minutes only.

The Acting Speaker (Mr. Blaker): I do not think it neces-
sary to seek unanimous consent of the House because the hon.
member for Winnipeg North Centre indicated he has already
achieved that. Subsequent comments indicated that members
of the Liberal party may choose to use the same option, and I
will be advised by them. In order to conserve as much time as
possible for those who wish to speak, I will recognize the hon.
member for Vancouver East (Mrs. Mitchell) and, pursuant to
remarks made, it will be ten minutes and ten minutes only.

Mr. Kempling: I want it understood, Mr. Speaker, that we
have our full 20 minutes left for our last speaker. If we choose
to have two speakers for ten minutes each we will, but we will
still have our full 20 minutes left.

Mr. Knowles: Agreed.

The Acting Speaker (Mr. Blaker): Unfortunately, the math-
ematics suggest that if each and every one of those who choose
to speak does so to the extent of the time described, whether it
be multiples of ten or 20, we will be attempting to get exactly
64 minutes into the next hour. I cannot give an undertaking to
do that. Much as I would like to do so, I am unable.

Mrs. Margaret Mitchell (Vancouver East): Mr. Speaker,
the NDP has included living conditions in this amendment
because we feel one of the most serious problems facing native
people, both in the cities and on reserves, is the appalling
housing conditions. This has already been mentioned by a
number of speakers.

We know that the housing is not only unhealthy and unsafe,
but is without adequate sanitary conditions such as clean
water, and is not constructed with a view to fuel conservation.
As a result, the young people are leaving the reserves for the
cities. The people are living in overcrowded conditions.
Women, especially those raising children on their own, are
often the last to qualify for the limited housing being built.
Housing and the servicing of land is a very important govern-
ment responsibility and must be given high priority for govern-
ment funds. It is important to train local people to help make
some impact on the terrible unemployment situation on the
reserves. It is very important to look at the funding so that
people can feel they do not have to go begging but can get
adequate mortgages without getting permission from the min-
ister with only a small proportion of the people qualifying.
Adequate housing is necessary for families as well as for
elderly people. I raise this as a result of conversations I have
had with women today respecting the importance of providing
adequate housing so that bands will be able to take advantage
of the moratorium approved in this House allowing women
deprived of their status under section 12(l)(b) to return to
reserves. It is understandable that reserves are reluctant to
expand when they do not have adequate housing for people

already there. I would like to mention very quickly a couple of
statistics and then I am going to talk about people. We know
that 19 per cent of the on-reserve housing is extremely over-
crowded with several families often living in a single house.
This would not be so bad except for fact that the housing itself
is very poor. This affects 40 per cent of Indian families living
on reserves.

* (2050)

Only 40 per cent of on-reserve housing units have adequate
water systems: only 40 per cent of the homes have adequate
sewage disposal systems. On remote reserves these figures drop
to 20 per cent so only one out of five has adequate water
supply and sewage disposal. Heating systems are very sub-
standard. As a result of this there are many fires. The rate of
death in home fires is 30 per cent higher among Indians on
reserves than in the rest of the country. Inadequate heating
and very damp weather conditions lead to a much higher
incidence of respiratory disease. I know this is the case on the
west coast. General unsanitary conditions are a result of
inadequate water and sewage systems. Those are some of the
statistics.

Let us look at it in terms of real people. Tonight I sat at
dinner with ten of the native women who appeared before the
committee on the constitution this afternoon. Half of them
were from the Indian Rights for Indian Women group. I told
these women I would be speaking in the House tonight and
asked them to suggest from their experience some of the
matters they might want me to raise concerning not only
housing but some of the positive things, the kind of projects
that develop self-reliance.

I will give the House some of their examples. On the whole
question of self-reliance they feel that this not only refers to
the autonomy of bands and bands being in control of social
and economic development, as the Right Hon. Member for
Yellowhead (Mr. Clark) was just mentioning, but also that in
our constitution consideration must be given to the third order
of government. This is something that is hard for us to
understand. I think it is important based on Indian traditions,
on aboriginal rights, on the language and culture, and so on.
As they describe it, it is more than just geography. They are
concerned about the education of their children. If we are
talking about housing and better communities on and off
reserves we have got to think about the particular cultural
needs and desires of Indian and other native people. Schools
should be planned and developed by native people themselves
having adequate funds for decent facilities and to pay their
own people to train for teaching and be hired as teachers.

* (2100)

The same thing applies in the cities. There is a great need
for Indian culture to be available to young children, particular-
ly in the cities where in quite a number of cases they have lost
their sense of identity.

The women to whom I spoke tonight also felt that multicul-
tural funds for Indian services are not available in the way
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they are to other groups, particularly in the cities, and that
there is constant buck-passing between departments both in
city programs and on reserves.

On the question of self-reliance, these women told me they
felt very strongly that much more effort and much more
funding should be going into economic development. This
refers not only to the development of community development
corporations on reserves and, indeed, in cities, some of which
might be forms of co-op, but also to the sustaining of these
efforts. There have been repeated experiences in which LEAP
funds have been used for three-year periods to get something
started and to train people, after which there is no way to
carry on. LEAP has proved that people have the potential, the
desire and the ability to manage their own affairs, but there
has to be sustained and realistic funding.

With respect to training they said that everyone on reserves
needs training, not just men but women too.

They spoke about a very interesting development on the
West Bay reserve on Manitoulin Island. In this case there was
a very great lack of housing, and those who were last on the
list were single mothers raising children on their own. This is a
great example of self-reliance from which we hope most people
will not have to follow. These mothers got together, trained
themselves and built apartments to bouse themselves and their
children.

We heard also about scattered housing in Thunder Bay
which is being bought up. Housing development is beginning
with the aid of rent supplements. I visited a Burns Lake native
development corporation in northern British Columbia where
women as well as men are being trained in the operation of
heavy equipment, and they earn a share of the lumbering
industry there.

I could go on and on. I have many more points to make, but
I see that my time is almost up. Four major problems related
to housing have been raised by my colleague, our Indian
affairs critic, who could not be here tonight. These four major
problems have to do with the government's response to the
demand for Indian housing. First, although the minister
increased funding by $20 million last July, nothing has been
done in a real way to meet the very serious backlog of housing
needs. I refer to housing repairs as well as to new housing. As I
said before, funds are not available for servicing land and
developing the necessary infrastructures such as roads, sewage
and water. Federal funding programs for housing on reserves
do not provide permanent funding for labour, yet the labour
component for housing developments is very important. There
is a mish-mash of government buck-passing and no co-ordina-
tion, and Indian people get caught in between.

My time is up, but I would like to say again to the House
that Indian housing should be given a much higher priority.
[ Translation]

Mr. René Gingras (Abitibi): Mr. Speaker, the motion of the
hon. member for Wetaskiwin (Mr. Schellenberger) before the
House this evening is imbued with insulting negativism
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towards the native peoples of my riding. It is negative not only
in spirit but in letter. The motion reads as follows, I quote:

That this House condemns the continued failure of the government to promote
Indian self-reliance and the continued failure to protect the culture, language
and health of Canada's Indian peoples.

This afternoon, the hon. member spoke of his many years as
a member of the Standing Committee on Indian Affairs and
Northern Development. He could not say that the government
continued to discourage self-reliance among the Indians, to
destroy the culture, language and health of the Indians of
Canada because his words would have been contrary to the
truth. I am sure, Mr. Speaker, that the motion means the same
thing.

Last week, I went around my riding. I shall speak to you
about its Indian population. Toward the south, in Abitibi,
1,135 Attikamegues live at Obedjiwan and 920 Algonquins
live at Pikogan and Lake Simon. In the mid-north, south of the
55th parallel, 7,129 Crees live divided into eight bands. Fur-
ther north, 3,535 Inuit share nine villages. In all, Mr. Speaker,
in the riding of Abitibi, 12,719 Indians and Inuit live in 19
separate bands, which I endeavour to represent well in Ottawa.
I am sure Chiefs Richard Kistablish of the Algonquins, Billy
Diamond of the Crees and Charlie Watts of the Inuit would be
furious if they knew what the Progressive Conservatives think
of them as expressed in the motion.

Mr. Speaker, the facts deny this motion according to which
the government failed to protect the culture and the language
of the Indians of Canada. The last decade has been noted for
our native people's increasing awareness of their identity. The
expressions of the native character, whether it be Inuit or
Indian, can assume various forms but, at school, they are
usually identified with the spiritual or artistic worlds. Still, it
must be remembered that the way the Indians chose to express
themselves this week in protecting and demanding their rights
gives us the true measure of the dynamism of their culture.

Since 1970 the government has granted over $6 million to
native organizations to enable them to take part in the review
of the Indian Act and the constitution. The financing of
research for claims during that same period bas now reached
over $30 million. At present, native political organizations are
receiving over $20 million a year for their administration,
research on claims, review of the Indian Act, consultations and
development of their political platform.

Those points allow us to assess the continuous commitment
of the government to assist and support the natives' efforts to
protect, develop and express their cultural identity. We should
also remember that the key concepts of that relation are
assistance and support since it would be entirely unadvisable
for the government to try to assume prime responsibility in
that area. Moreover, the Indians would not appreciate such
intrusion. Indeed, it is obvious that they would not tolerate it.

In 1971 the government developed a program to set up
cultural and educational centres to assist the native people to
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develop, preserve and appreciate the numerous aspects of their
culture. The program provides financial support or other
assistance to the Indians and Inuit to allow them to set up and
operate cultural and educational centres contributing to make
education meet their needs as they perceived them. In those
centres, educational programs based on the language, the
culture and the Indian and Inuit heritage are organized and
made available. Those programs are drawn up and carried out
by them.

Programs offered in these centres cover areas related to
specific needs, such as the rehabilitation of traditional tech-
niques, research on culture, language research and learning,
the development of study programs, the training of native
teachers and services aimed at Indian communities. These
include programs of activities for the reserve such as leader
training workshops, libraries, publications, information bulle-
tins, development courses, radio programs, advisory services
for band councils and schools and services for non-Indian
communities. The latter include activities for increasing under-
standing and relations between Indians communities and
others.

These programs also provide for liaison services with organi-
zations and teaching institutions, cultural resources for provin-
cial schools, museums and cultural exhibitions, cultural pro-
grams for tourists, cultural programs and public relations
through community television, radio programs, newspapers
and magazines. At present, there are 59 educational and
cultural centres across Canada, which between ail of them
receive $5.3 million. Since 1972 the government has spent $37
million for those centres.

The variety and scope of the programs offered by these
centres depend on the number of people who use them. For
example, the Saskatchewan Indian Cultural College receives a
grant based on the range of services offered to the entire
Indian population of Saskatchewan. Indeed, it receives over $1
million a year and administers a whole variety of programs.
However, several centres serve only one band and the scope of
their programs is necessarily more limited.

I should also mention, Mr. Speaker, the cultural grants
program. Under this program, the government gives grants to
Indian artists to help them learn new techniques and advance
in their career. The objectives of this program are the preser-
vation, promotion and expression of traditional Indian culture
through music, dance, theatre, drawing, painting and sculp-
ture, the promotion and expression of contemporary Indian
culture through the same media and the promotion and expres-
sion of traditional and contemporary culture together.

The grants are given to Indians to help them make their
mark in these areas. With these grants, they can pay for
tuition fees and the tools, instruments and supplies that they
need and meet the costs related to artistic shows and exhibi-
tions, native artists sometimes even use the money from these
grants to pay for the basic necessities of life so that they can

show or exhibit some of their work instead of having to sell it
immediately to survive.

This program has a clear and positive effect on the whole
range of cultural activities of the Indian people. We have only
to look at the imposing number of Indian artworks both in
private art galleries and in the theatres across Canada.

In the last few years, the existence of native culture has been
increasingly recognized in the teaching programs of the
schools administered by the Indians, the federal government
and the provinces. This recognition is reflected in many
aspects of the programs and generally comes directly from the
initiatives of local communities which want teaching services
capable of strengthening their cultural identity and their pride
in their heritage to be offered to Indian children. In the arcas
where native children attend provincial schools, the depart-
ment has supported the efforts made by the communities to
enrich the teaching programs with publications on the native
cultures and has also contributed to the production of these
publications. It should be noted that these publications greatly
enrich the non-native children who attend these schools. The
series on people of native origin produced for the Ontario
schools is a good example of the progress which can be
accomplished through the co-operation of the Indians, the
federal government and the provinces.

In the last 14 years, the percentage of Indian administrators
and teachers in federal schools has tripled and has now
reached nearly 30 per cent. This is due to an increased interest
in teaching on the part of the native people and to a greater
awareness on the part of the teaching institutions of the need
to train specialists in the area of intercultural education. The
native people are making their presence felt in education in a
great variety of roles. They control their own schools as
members of the school boards. They act as consultants in
planning curriculums, strengthening the critical home and
school relationship as cultural co-ordinators, consultants and
teaching assistants. Finally, as language teachers, they pro-
mote the survival and perfecting of native culture.

With regard to curriculums, the native culture is perhaps
more prominent in the training material developed to be used
throughout the country. The curriculums have also been
improved through the introduction of courses in traditional
music methods, physical education, nature classes as well as
art and craft courses.

The position held by eiders in native societies is reflected in
the contribution that many of them make to syllabuses and,
less officially, in other areas as well. There is a very close
relationship between culture and language, and the use of
native languages has increased significantly over these last few
years. During the school year 1978-79, more than 29,000
registered students out of some 78,000 were using classrooms
where a native language was either the medium of communi-
cation or a curriculum study matter.
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Mr. Speaker, Indian peoples are legitimately proud of their
achievement in promoting the development and use of their old
languages and culture, which have much to offer to Canada. I
would like to indicate once more that this government will
continue its efforts to support such achievements, so that new
generations may point to their heritage as a continuing confir-
mation of their identity within the over-all Canadian society.
For these reasons, I shall vote against the non-confidence
motion.

* (2110)

[En glish]
Mr. Doug Anguish (The Battlefords-Meadow Lake): Mr.

Speaker, I too would like to address this motion which was
moved by the Conservative party and amended by the New
Democratic Party. However, before I start my comments I
should like to thank the hon. member for Vancouver East
(Mrs. Mitchell) for allowing me a portion of the time allotted
to her to address this very important issue this evening.

I find it somewhat strange that the Conservatives would
move such a motion in view of the way in which they have
treated Canada's native people in the past. Since the beginning
of confederation the Liberals have held government for over 60
years and the Conservatives for over 40 years, but neither of
those parties has treated the Indian people with any degree of
respect until now, so I do not know why the Indian people
should believe they will be treated fairly by either of these
parties in the future.

Although some of the things which the parliamentary secre-
tary said has happened on Indian reserves sounds fine, I know
that it is not so. My wife and I lived on an Indian reserve
for two years where I taught adult upgrading at one time and I
know conditions have not changed a great deal since the time
we lived there. In the area which I now represent as a member
of Parliament for The Battlefords-Meadow Lake there are 17
separate Indian reserves and the living conditions in every one
of them is, to say the least, not the same as those which exist in
some of the white or Metis neighbouring communities.

I should like to refer to an article in a newspaper which
states that the Indian people do not want to be dependent on
handouts from some bureaucrat. They have problems with
alcoholism, welfare dependence, crime and suicide. I agree
with what this article says-
Toward this end, the land claims must first be settled.

I think Indian people must be given a greater degree of
control over their own affairs. I hope they will be equipped
with the tools and resources which will assist them in achieving
self-government. I sincerely hope the government will pay
attention to the recommendations of the first nations' confer-
ence which was held here in Ottawa, and that it will listen for
a change to what the Indian people want. I hope the govern-
ment will listen to what they want so far as sovereignty is
concerned to make them an independent nation, and they
should be recognized as such. This has not been the case until
now.

Indian Affairs
1 should like to quote from another article on the organiza-

tion of the Government of Canada in 1980. It has a couple of
headings, one of which is "Education and Skill Development
Branch". The aim is to ensure good education, according to
this article. This looks fine on paper, but let us examine the
reality. The reserve at Waterhen was promised a gymnasium
for its school as far back as 1975, but today the project is still
being delayed. Now they are told they might get it in 1984 or
later. The parents at the Indian reserve at Dillon have stopped
their children from going to school this year for a period in
excess of a month because of the deplorable conditions at the
schools on that reserve. The Thunderchild reserve has been
promised a school for a number of years. That request,
although approved by the Department of Indian Affairs and
Northern Development, was being stonewalled by the Trea-
sury Board. Because of the bureaucratic bungle and hassle
here in Ottawa they could not have a school until the issue was
raised in the House of Commons.

Another area in which problems have arisen is the commu-
nity services branch. They are supposed to provide housing,
electricity, community buildings, water and sewers. 1 want you
to know, Mr. Speaker, that not one of the 17 reserves in the
constituency I represent has running water or sewage facilities,
and I think that is a darn disgrace. Although conditions have
improved somewhat this year, the Liberal government and the
Tory government which has preceded it have done nothing
much. They gave Indians $12,000 to build a house. What kind
of a house can you build for $12,000 today? There is a
problem with community services on the Thunderchild reserve
where they are trying to put in sewers and running water. The
Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development of
the Department of Supply and Services, whichever is respon-
sible, has not been able to have a well dug, so they dug a
trench from a water supply over a mile away until they ran out
of money and could not afford to complete the work to provide
running water. That is a disgrace.

The biggest laugh of all is the economic and employment
development branch. I should like to relate to you the case of
the Moosomin Indian reserve in my constituency. They ran a
successful farming operation which they developed in spite of
the Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development.
They had cattle, machinery and land which they were farming.
They happended to have a chief who performed some sleight of
hand with a pencil, and a council member, both of whom were
prosecuted for fraud. They ended up in jail, but the case did
not stop there. To pay off the debt which the chief had
incurred, the department came in and seized all the ma-
chinery, took away the cattle, and thus completely destroyed
the economic base of the reserve. Then they said, "That is not
enough to pay off your debts, you bad Moosomin Indian
reserve, you will have to pay the rest of the debt". How can
they pay off their debt when this government, through the
Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development, has
seized their only means of existence, their only viable economic
base?
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1 should like to recount another instance concerning a
conîractor from the English River band at Paîuanak. The
department says it wants t0 promote the Indian people and
help them get into business. In spite of the Department of
Indian Affairs. this individual became involved in the contract-
ing business. He went away t0 trade school and became a
journeyman tradesman. He started a company in northwestern
Saskatchewan, and hie wanted I0 bid on building and Indian
school on an Indian reserve for the Department of Indian
Affairs. The department indicated the following to him: -You
cannot do il unless you have a bid bond to cover the entire
job". Although the minister bas the ability to waive that
condition and recommend an Indian to do the work on an
Indian reserve for the good of the Indian educational sysîem,
he would not waive that condition and bas not waived it up to
now. That is no commitment 10 those people living on Indian
reserves who are trying 10 develop an econoînie base.

*(2120)

This happens on many reserves. Indians in places like Fond
du Lac, Canoe Lake and English River have tried to raise
money in order to build recreational facilities on their reserves.
1 have before me a directive from the assistant deputy minister
of Indian Affairs to ail regional directors-general and regional
directors of the Department of Indian Affairs in Canada. It
indicated that $100,000 was available for Indian reserves t0
build recreational complexes. Many of' the 17 reserves in rny
constiîîîency applied for that funding, and tbcy did not receive
even a response from the Department of Indian Affairs as Io
whetber the fund existed. Well, il must exist because 1 have
the directive here, but wben Indian bands try to gel money
from the deparîment tbey arc faced with a great many prob-
lems. There arc inconsistencies from one reserve t0 another. If
there is a problem on the Joseph Bighead reserv e near Pierce-
land whicb is identical to a problem on the Witchekan reserve,
there is no assurance that those problemns will be handled in
the same manner. Tbey could be handled very inconsistently,
with a different solution t0 each.

In conclusion, 1 should like to say that 16 treaties have been
signed in Canada since September 7, 1850. wben the firsi was
signed with the Ojibway lndians. Aimost ail those 16 treaties
were signed under Liberal governments; two were signed under
Tory governmcnts. 1 have seen no commitlment by either the
Tories or the Liberals to the native people of the country. Tbey
do not listen to tbemn in constitutional ternis. They have not
done a damn thing for them in ternis of building economnic
bases. They have made those people live in disgraee. The only
belp of any substance Indian people have received up until now
bas been from a few provincial governmenîs. 0f course, there
were people who had the desire to Jeave the reserves and build
futures on their own. I ask the governmenî t0 take a different
direction in the future.

Some hon. Members: Hear, hear!

Mr. Jack Shields (Athabasca): Mr. Speaker, 1 shouîd like to
take only a moment, because that is what il deserves, t0

comment on the contribution of my bon. friend in the New
Democratie Party and bis verbal diarrbea.

Mrs. Mitchell: That is a terrible îhing 10 say.

Mr. Shields: I iistened very carefuiiy. I wanted 10 bear one
constructive suggestion in the iast ten minutes, but I am sorry
10 say that I did not.

The hion. member mentioned in constitutionai terms that the
Liberal governmenî and the Conservative party bad soid ouI
the Indian people. M4y party is on record; we wouid like 10
have the constitution brougbî home t0 Canada, amended here
in Canada, with the participation of Indian people. We were
soid out by the coalition of the New Democratie Party and the
Liberai parîy, the Liberal party with the NDP rump.

Some hon. Members: Hear, bear!

Mr. Shields: Aiso I shouid like 10 point out Ibat il was John
George Diefenbaker wbo brought the vote to the native people
of Canada. Up 10 that lime I do not remnember any member of
the NDP running around the country saying anyîhing about
the downtrodden, voteiess native persons of Canada.

I sbouid like t0 tone down my remarks somewbat. I hope
hon. members wiii give me their attention because I bave bad
the good fortune of living in nortbeastern Alberta and working
with native people on and off reserves for 25 years. I shouid
like t0 relate a sîory about the very first trip 1 made 10 the
Janvier reserve which is cast of Fort Mcrvurray. 1 îoured the
reserve and I saw the poverîy wbicb existed. I saw the poor
living conditions and ail the things t0 which many people bave
aiiuded loday. Aiso I saw a tractor and a seed drill. Obviousiy
those pieces of macbinery had been sitîing there for many
years. because il was an oid tractor witb iugs. 1 inquired bow
Ibis had come about, and 1 found out that the seed drill and
tractor bad been brougbt 10 the Janvier reserve as an economie
deveiopmcent program probabiy in the eariy 1950s. Someone
got the brainwave that an economie deveiopment program
couid take place on that reserve. It was decided, outside the
reserve and witbout any consultation wiîh the band or the
Indian people of that reserve, îhaî the economie deveiopmenî
programi would be a farmning one. A tractor, a seed drill, some
seed and a couple of pioughs were deiivered 10 the reserve, and
the Indians were told 10 piougb up the land and start farming;
then the deparîment officiais left.

0f course we know what happened. The weeds started t0
grow around the tractor and the seed drill. Their wbole
approach 10 assistance in the economie development program
bas been modeiled aiong those uines. Many good ideas come
from the Deparîment of Jndian Affairs. Many good ideas
come from the reserves wbicb are accepted as viable economie
deveîopment programs in which 10 invest money. But what
bappens is ciassie the money is invested, the equipmenî is
bougbt, and then everyone leaves. They leave bebind people
who bave neyer aîîempted business before, they leave behind
unskiiied workers wiîh no training; they leave behind people
who are expecîed t0 do an accurate accounting of wbat tbey
are doing with no training. Absoiuteiy no thought bas been
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given to the backup system which must be in place when an
economic development program is launched on a reserve.
There are private corporations in northeastern Alberta which
are attempting to assist in the economic development of the
reserves in many ways. They are also attempting to assist in
affirmative action programs which will allow the native person
to train so that he may work in the work force. Many
companies have tried, but they all seem to fall by the wayside.
There are reasons for this, and some of those reasons are very
obvious. I find it incredible that our government will not
recognize what the problems really are.

0 (2130)

For example, I would like to talk about a family in which
the man is approached and asked to take part in a training
program because of an oil sands plant going up in Fort
McMurray, which means steady employment and good wages;
the man will be able to educate his children and hold up his
head. The man agrees that is what he wants. He goes to the
work site with absolutely no counselling whatsover, and his
family is left behind. In many cases the company says he
must wait for 30 days before he can be paid. He cannot wait
those 30 days. How will his family survive when he is not
there? He goes to the company and asks if he can move his
family. They say that he cannot because he does not qualify
for housing until he has worked for three months. All those
obstacles are put in his way, but from the company's point of
view they are sensible. Someone coming to one of the oil sands
plants in Fort McMurray, from Ontario or Saskatchewan,
someone who is used to the Protestant work ethic, will under-
stand that he will live in camp, that his family will remain
behind and that in three months he will qualify for housing
under the company plan. He understands this and knows that
he can pick up the phone and talk with his family. That is not
the case with native people. When you go to Janvier and to
Chipewyan lake and pull a man out of an isolated reserve, he
leaves his family there and he does not know whether they are
surviving or not. He has no means of communication with his
family. Have we never heard of a family counselling program?
Have we never heard of bridge financing? We use the term all
the time when we are talking about industry but we do not use
it when we are talking about people. These are some of the
things which are needed in the area of economic development.
We have the resources.

The native people have expressed a desire on many occasions
to participate. They come in with a plan. Let us follow a plan
through for a moment. A man writes to his member of
Parliament. He has an excellent idea. There is a brand new
highway going through his community where there has never
been one before. He does not have much experience in business
but he has fooled around with cars a bit, he knows how to
change oil and repair tires and he would like to set up a service
station. He will employ four people. There is not to be a gas
station within 50 miles on either side of his proposed site due
to the kind of traffic in the area. In other words, he has got it
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made. This man writes to his member of Parliament-in this
case it happens to be me. He asks where he can get some
financing and some assistance to get this business going. He
thinks it is a good idea-indeed, it is an excellent idea. There
will not be another gas station within 50 miles on either side of
his site, a main highway will be running through and he will
employ at ieast four men. Speaking for myself, if I was putting
up this service station I would employ many more people
because I would add a restaurant on to it-he has not thought
of that yet, but it will come.

I phoned the Department of Indian Affairs and Northern
Development with respect to his proposal. They told me to
write a letter and send with it a copy of his letter, which I did.
I wrote to the Minister of Regional Economic Expansion (Mr.
De Bané) and I received a reply back from him. I wrote to the
Minister of Employment and Immigration (Mr. Axworthy)
and the Minister of State for Small Businesses (Mr. Lapointe).
In all, I wrote about six letters. i received a reply back from
each one indicating the types of program each department had
available. But they were all very discouraging. I sent all the
information I had obtained to this gentleman. i even talked to
him on the phone this morning. He has given up the idea
because it is all too complicated. The government has made it
too complicated for him.

The other day I asked in committee about the Economic
Development Fund which is not being used. Obviously it is not
being used because there have been a number of failures.
Programs have been funded which have all been failures which
makes people a little excited and a little frightened. After all,
it is risk capital that we are talking about. Of course there will
be failures. Because you have one failure does not mean the
supply must be cut off. Each application should be judged on
its merits.

More important, with regard to the funding available from
the Department of Immigration, Small Businesses and the
Department of Indian Affairs cannot an agency be set up to
co-ordinate it? Or would we rather take a community develop-
ment project funding, for example, $350,000 or $400,000 in
my area alone, and blow it on make-work jobs which will last
for only three months? It is like a pacifier which might keep
them quiet for a while. Why not take $300,000 and fund a
program like the one i have described? The pro forma itself
indicated the man would make a healthy profit and he would
employ four people. Those four people he would employ would
be taken directly off the welfare rolls. This represents a saving
to the Government of Canada of something in the range of
$50,000 per man, if he is married and raising a family. Just
two years and you would have the return on your investment.

Every time we attempt to use a program, particularly as it
relates to economic development, it falls down because we do
not provide the backup which is required. Backup is needed
not just in the business sense but in the training of the
individual who will work in that community or that job. It is a
case of having the backup in management and accounting
skills.
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Another exampie is a sawmiii which was set up in my
constituency and funded to the extent of $500,000. Once the
machinery was set up and operating. everybody took off for
the high his and ieft the Indian people, who were flot skiiied
and who did flot understand the operation of the business, to
function on their own. They survived for a year and now the
miii is idie. It is idie because they were flot given the necessary
training, the necessary backup or the necessary counseliing.
The whoie situation was ridiculous and a total waste. The miii
employed 14 famiiy men and meant a saving to the Govern-
ment of Canada of $50,000 per famiiy.

Ail such projects have not faiied. Some communities in my
riding, with the heip of industry more so than the heip of
government, have made projeets work by finally realizing that
we must begin to carry out what wc have been taiking about.
A iaundry was buiit on the Goodfish reserve, and it brought
down the unempioyment figure on the reserve from 95 per cent
to 40 per cent. This laundry plant has aiso caused some
spin-offs. Because of it, a littie store was buiit and because of
the littie store a recreation compiex was buiit ail because
funds were created as the resuit of this plant and circuiated in
the community.

Ail of what i have described came about because one
company had the foresight to approach the band at Goodfish
reserve and say, "Look, wc wili assist by giving you our
iaundry contract for ail the coverails, overails and sheets if you
wiii empioy a couple of men to deliver as weil as do the
iaundry". i would like to show hon. members what can happen
when a littie bit of foresight, guidance and backup is used and
money is invested in an economic deveiopment program.

We arc not giving the native people the proper backup. We
are flot giving the communities which receive economic fund-
ing the proper counseliing and guidance. When there is a
failure the bureaucracy feels it must pull back since one
project faiied and money was iost. Certainly. some areas will
be high risk, but we must invest in the native communities
because they want the pride of participation and they want for
their chiidren exactiy what you and 1 want for our chiidren. i
wish we couid get on with the job.

Mr. Bill McKnight (Ki nd ersley- Lloyd minster): Mr. Speak-
er, i appreciate that there are oniy 30 seconds ieft in this
debate but 1 wouid like to make an appeal on behaif of the
Lucky Man band in my constituency which has waited l0i
years for a reserve. 1 do not mean ail their entitiements, i
mean a reserve. This band signcd a treaty with the Govern-
ment of Canada and to this day they have flot received one
acre or one square inch of land. i condemn ail goverfiments,
inciuding the government of my province which, according to
the 1930 Naturai Resources Transfer Act, is committed to
assisting in compicting the entitiements of the native people of
Saskatchewan.

The Acting Speaker (Mr. Biaker): Order, please. it being
9.45 p.m., it is my duty pursuant to order made Tuesday, April
29, 1980, to interrupt the proceedings and put forthwith every

question necessary to dispose of the amendment and the
motion, the main estimates and the first and second reading
stages of the bill based thereon. The question is on the
amendment by Mr. Keeper. Is it the pleasure of the House to
adopt the amendment?

Some hon. Members: Agreed.

The Acting Speaker (Mr. Blaker): Those in favour wiil
please say yea.

Somne hon. Members: Yea!

The Acting Speaker (Mr. Blaker): Those opposed will
please say nay.

Somne hon. Memhers: Nay!

The Acting Speaker (Mr. Biaker): In my opinion the nays
have it.

And more lhanfive members having risen:

The Acting Speaker (Mr. Blaker): Cail in the members.
The Flouse divided on the amendment (Mr. Keeper) which

was negatived on the following division:

a (2150)

(Division No. 37)
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The House divided on the motion (Mr. Schellenberger)
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Madam Speaker: 1 declare the amendment lost.

Amendment (Mr. Keeper) negatived.

Madam Speaker: The question is now on the main motion in
the name of the hon. member for Wetaskiwin (Mr.
Schellenberger).

Ail those in favour of the motion wiIl please say yea.

Some hon. Menibers: Yea!

Madam Speaker: Ail those opposed will please say nay.

Some hon. Members: Nay!

Madam Speaker: In my opinion the nays have it.

And more thanfive members having risen:

Madam Speaker: Shall we dispense with the ringing of the
belis?

Sonie hon. Members: Agreed.
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[Translation]
Madam Speaker: 1 declare the motion lost.

[En glish]
MOTION FOR CONCURRENCE IN MAIN ESTI MATES

Hon. Donald J. .Johnston (President of the Treasury Board)
moved:

That tte main colimates for the fiscal year evding March 31, 1981. laid upon
the Table, Tuesday, Aprîl 22, 1980,. less ,îmooets voted on nterim sopply, be
concurred in

Madain Speaker: Is it the pleasure of the House to adopt the
said motion?

Some hon. Members: Agreed.

Somne hon. Members: No.

Madani Speaker: Ahi those in favour of the motion wilI
please say yea.

Somne hon. Menibers: Yea!

Madani Speaker: Ail those opposed will please say nay.

Somne hon. Members: Nay!

Madam Speaker: In my opinion the yeas have it.

Soule hon. Members: On division!

Madani Speaker: 1 declare the motion carried on division.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Johnston thereupon moved that Bill C-47, for granting
to Her Majesty certain sums of money for the Government of
Canada for the financial year ending March 3 1, 198 1, be read
the first time and be printed.

Motion agreed to, bill read the first time and ordered to be
printed.

[Translation]

Madam Speaker: When shahl the bill be read the second
time?

Soute hon. Members: Now.

Mr. Johnston moved that Bill C-47, an Act for granting to
Her Majesty certain sums of money for the public service for
the firîonuial yiear ending 3 1st March, 198 1, be read the second
time and referred to Committee of the Whole.

Motion agreed to, bill read the second time and referred to
Committee of the Whole.

Madam Speaker: It being 10.25 p.m., the House stands
adjourned until two o'clock tomorrow afternoon, pursuant to
Standing Order 2(l).

At 10.25 p.m., the House adjourned, without question put,
pursuant to Standing Order.
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